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The
absolute end
of an old fear.

The new B&K Sweep/Marker Generator
does for TV sets what no other instrument
or instruments can do. It makes alignment
of color, as well as black & white
TV, simpler and easier than ever.

Remember all your old fears about TV
alignment (especially color)? Well, now
you can forget them!

In the past, a marker generator and a separate
sweep generator were used with a marker
adder and a bias supply. All four of these now are
combined in one easy -to -use instrument.

(We've made benchwork so much simpler
by doing away with the need for hooking together
a lot of cables and costly instruments.)

The Sweep/Marker Generator is both an
instrument and a guide. As a guide, the bandpass

New B&K
Sweep/Marker Generator.

and chroma bandpass curves are visually
reproduced and the individual markers are clearly
indicated by lights-right on the front
panel-for quick, easy reference.

As an instrument, the Sweep/Marker Generator
not only generates the marker frequencies
(all crystal controlled), but also sweeps the chroma
bandpass, TV -IF, and FM -IF frequencies.

See it soon at your B&K distributor or write us
for advance information on the product that
makes TV alignment procedures of old a fearless
operation: simple, fast, accurate. The new
Sweep/Marker Generator, Model 415, Net:5399.95

PRODUCT of DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine Chicago, Illinois 60613
Where electronic innovation is a way of life.

for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card
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dOSA L.10321

IIJ

Ca

VIDEO GAIN ADJUSTMENTS
BLACK and WHITE SWITCH

GREEN
GAIN

NORMAL

A.C. INTERLOCK

SET-UP

0

G2,ADJUSTMENT

REEK

1))
0 BLUE RED

G2 G2 VERT HORIZ
SIZE HOW 1!(i

11.3-

38r_L4

it

II VAN.

I F SSERIOLT PART P.O I10-1000PD' ,08d)---

0102
121-502 OR
121-506 OR 121-470
2 ND I.F.

* 07 1001

V203A
1/2 6KT8

SOUND- SYNC.
B A.G.C. AMP.

2500

411

L

27,ov
221.2G

0103
121- 521 OR
121- 522
3 RD. I. F.

24V

0:
ir

22P

21.

7CK

44W

4

If

c 3

V204
6HS8
SYNC-
A.G.C.

221 .203,"
P
 G C
LEVEL 2700

2700

V2031
1/2 61(18

SOUND LIMITER

?: I
nr

V 209A
1/3 6U10

HORIZ. CONT.

V2074
1/2 6Z10

SP. SOUND
DISCR.

V2098
1/3 6U10

HORIZ.OSC.
2700

CET. K.

270V

V209C
I/3 6010

HORIZ. COI SCH.

2 700

C2001,

;:."`

11.
vOsul.
SOCAET

,r -t3
 TN 1 A V
RN S.. ITN sKloon I.  sv. SEC -Ana

II P ,T T s , "--T
ii ". -, x Tot i ii Ir; -4,4

17.

IIv. 1f
I ' ,

Sa

*.s

Ili:'"
I i:

1

LxD

L.

3..17. To (Etz)AT

SOUND SYNC.

tfH

LJ

V20IA
1/2 6KT6
CATHODE
FOLLOWER

1

V 205A
1/2 6/AFAI

VERT. OSC.

V 202A
TAW 1/2 6AH9

Y' AMP.
0201 BINGMTNE SS

121- 587
VIDEO
DRIVER

'

.SK

NKr

c202

4,72

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ZENITH PART NO.

C129- 1-9 PF trimmer cap 500v 22.5476
C207A- 50µf elect cap 350v 22-5714
C20713- 4121 elect cap 350v 22-5714
C207C- 411f elect cap 350v 22.5714
C2070- 500pf elect cap 35v 22-5714
C209- 1uf elect' cap NP 20% 25v 22.4909
C239- 21.if elect cap NP 20% 15v 22-4902
C250- 11.0 elect cap NP 50v 22.3616
C297 - 12-pf disc cap 10% 2kv 22.5710
C315A- 270µf elect cap 350v 11-5746
C315B- 150µ1 elect cap 350v 22-5746
R204- 1M bright control 63-7974
R205- 3M bright range control 63-7977
R207 - 50011 contrast control 83-7975
R211- 5K gm gain control 63.6334
R215- 5M G2 gm control 63-6976
R217- 5M G2 blu control 63.6977
R219 40011 AGC delay control 63.7962

$ 201
0 t204.

-Rjq17-1,- SE. Ic.00

lnEr 0 a)

120 GAIN ,01 KO LW

Ply
L2 00

r30'

i2K

gr-1.0204 mt.
CONTRAST

ry

6,:.%) i0203 --.""'
121-587

VERT. '
BLANKER "OLD *T. 2.2440

1127

#44 8'410 flow' .1

0I/ ,1 - - ow . .22, II
".. -

ip !; fa s: g)s.Itt' .740v

2c .
.

sos ;!:;

V210
6L F6

HORIZ. OUTPUT

40.

ddt7a4

750,

V207 e
1/2 6Z10

SOUND OUTPUT
!eau Ku T204

VERT.
LIN.

V213
ISACP 22
OR 17E VP 22

1.246v dram NNITCN
10 S21 u PONT.

V2058
1/2 6MFS

VERT.. OUTPUT

CO.
S;

ro SAO ATCAN
.70!0.7 r20411

TEL

270

cr.? 3.1
24v

4

IINIGE
Nf

A

.1

V
Sr.

5 r 3.

ACO

4.f # iku
1.

000'0©

V211
3DB3 OR 3003
H V. RECT.

V 212
6CE 3

DAMPER

COMMENCE
SOCKET a

[ABLE.0 oILE.°

Pc0
.402 K.

RorNOL

Et

RED

O
0 0

00

CI

 D

MAO .0 01(11V0
NE SOCKET

S CABLE Mr

7 :33

2700

21.

V2028
1/2 6AH9

PINCUSHION
CORRECTION

c2ss.1.

Cc"se
fAY

0 204
121- 699

H OR 12. BLANKER

mow" Eo

cox

00,0120

.04804

D. 

24V

111 gar
 2. euv

C20.

2.1

41237

COLOR KILLER

>--
C 270

50 v

iC La0 111V
SO

_ ....W. 401.1Iff mum.,
V2018 .. No SAWN1.11.11 M." M.A.1/2 6KT8 s,' ca ....

1ST. COLOR AMP.

it

V
poI

doo

o

RED

210,

ORR OR%

54,

2 OV

- - - - -1
NNT

Qe(bCONVERGENCE PLUG
IIILMEND vIEM

0442.. (DO 6wNT,OR41

Oa

TEL

I
WIRED

41.7 SUE
RAC
.0102

V208
6 EJ 7

BURST AMP.

;SO.

rt:!)

1200 A.C.
INTERLOCK

3*202

PART
Of PZ14

C
PLUG

2705

.04r
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A

F

H

R222 - 5K AGC level control 83-7976
R224 - 750f1 vert hold control 83.7973
R225- 7M vert size control . 63-6433
R227 - thermistor 83.6824
R228 -2K vert lin control 63-7983
R232 - 100K color killer control 63-7978
R234- 50011 color level control 63-7981
R235 - 20011 hue control 63-1980
R237- voltage dependent resistor 83-7143
R241 - 750f1 buzz control 63-8487
R242- 1M volume control 8 ac switch 63-1979
R247 - voltage dependent resistor 63-7658
R248- 3M high voltage control 63.7628
R249 -6K resistor 10% 5w 83-5011
R251 - thermistor degausser 63-7156
1.101A.8- 39.75MHz trap & link coil ass'y 20-1658
OM- 41.25MHz input trap coil ass'Y 20-1659
1108- 41.25MHz trap coil ass'y 20-1657
L201 - 4.5MHz trap coil winding ass'y S-77669

L

N

4.

I!

240

*zoo OR

Im

ISSe
csT

a. mar

WI
.ts S. (

er re/as.

r 20.0

L205- delay line winding ass'y S-80475
1211 - sound take -off coil ass'y S-77414
1216- 2nd color amp plate coil S83210
L218- collector coil ass'y S-81327
L221 - quad coil ass'y 5-80411
1222- horiz osc coil ass'y S-77584
L223 -spook choke coil 20.2005
1226- 3.58MHz burst amp plate

coil winding ass'y 5.80791
L228- filter choke 95-2690
T201 - vert otpt xformer 95-2687
T202- pincushion coil winding ass'Y S-77784
T203- clef yoke 95-2698
T204 - sound otpt xformer 95-2688
T205- how sweep xformer 5-81812
T206- filament xformer 95.2691
A201 - integrator 87.7
F201 - 2a bel-lure 136 66
F202 - .35a bel-f use . 138-75

2700

V206C
1/3 MANG
R -Y AMP.

MEG

ZOP

I C.201s
DEMOD.

0205 22,_ 3,
121-748

2ND COLOR AMP

.126

PO

Ib
CIO

od:
&Iv

1.4

OR

fr

0206
121- /48
3.56 MHz

AMR

Tr'

11

1.0

t cam tc PO.

aF T 1.--- 2. sus0.0
IIjC

v

0207
121-748 IryY

A.C.C.
AMR

PTO

21IN 0P02
F 1202

Ts.
-I-

16.0.I www

EOLNVALENT CIRCUIT
FOR Al I TOR

0010 NOTES

forn

6.3 v.A.c.

11.W.

 -qct
s.161.0 C.,.

".',- 0201.02611.01.10-,
c4._

0106, 0y5.410S,IMO7

60, TOM VIEWS O owNesToR.

P NOTOWT.IS TAKEN ON  STANOou GATED R601100 COLCN SAN
SIGNAL. TIN 10/6 SETTING ADJUSTED FOR PROPER COLON
Tr& WAVE SHARES T Tot RE 3,061610 IILLIE WOOS Of THE
PK TUNE TINE DEPEND uPON To& MR SITTING

ACCURACY OF FINE TuNWG IS IMPORTANT WHEN VIEWING WAvE0611.3
ALL VOLTAGES MEASURED .101. CHASSIS TO POINTS INDICATED
ALL VOLTAGES ARE DC UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

ALL. D.C.vOLTALIS TO SE MEASURED WITH  VALCUUN TIME VOLTMETER
001150 II MEG.. MITT RESISTANCE.

ALL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS TO lit MADE WITH NO SIGNAL RESENT NO
NORMAL SETT,. OF CONTROLS MID CHANNEL SELECTOR SET TO CHANNEL

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS SHOWN MITI COILS DISCONNECTED MY CPC.T.
L L RESISTORS ARE 110% TOLCRANCE.C.110N,10 we+ T of warmly
SPECIFIED.

COIL RESISTANCE NOT illvEN uNOER ONE 0040

ALL CAPACITOR &WU IN MICIC.RADS UNLESS OTHERWISE ',ICI, &D.

FOR CAPACITOR TOLERANCE SEE LEGEND

CATHODE RAY TIM 21.0 NCOE VOLTAGE TO SE MEASURED WITH ELECTRO-
STATIC OR 206 ONUS MN PEP VOLT IN. VOLTAGE NETTER

ARROWS ON POTENTIOMETERS INDICATE CLOCKS. NOTATKM

WOCATES ALIGNMENT R TEST POINT
123- 3897

P I PICONWAD Was  NEGArIERTZ  MEGACYCLE PER SECOND

r INDKATESI2016 WAY WE USED. 0- INDICATES VOLTAGE SOME
IW)KATIES 045354 0.101.5411 MINCATE1 071045101111

CIS INDICATES WAVEFORM CNFCP POINTS.
(SEE WAVEFORM CHART I

TEST POINTSI SOUIW- SYNC -A C AMP 04.11.4.4
SECOND IF c04411CT041

CI PICTURE DETECTOR CILITPVT

CD SYNC SOVITC/ DETECTOR OUTPUT
E II -GC

51110 IP ALIGNMENT PONT
M SOUND LIMITER PLATE

SNORT TEST POINTS
1091(11.61 TO OPEN COLOR CoANNEL

II SOUND OUTPUT
 C C VOLTA'S

N R -T GRID Of CAT
S 111-T GRID CI CRT
T 0 y GRID Of CRT

1.6V P -P

60 Hz

37V P -P

60 Hz

250V P -P
15.75 KM

29 95V PP
60 Hz

1.9V P -P

16.76 KHz

6.2V P -P
15.75 KHz

C) 3.4V P -P
15.75 KHz

1.6V PP
15.76 KHz

O 70V PP
60 Hz

30

230V P -P

15.75 KHz

C) 1.7V PP
60 Hz C) 35V P -P

60 Hz
0 .9V P -P

60 Hz

21V P -P
11

15.75 KHz
30 V P -P

15.75 KHz® ®

0 19V P -P 0 6V P P
15.75 KHz 15.75 KHz

420V P -P 0 70 VP  P
C.) 6600VHPz-P60 Hz 60 Hz

11V P -P
AO Mr

14V P -P
15 75 KHr

C) 2.4V P -P

15.75 KHz

51)1
3.2V P -P

15.75 KHz

31 44V P -P

60 Hz

8V P -P

15.75 KHz

45)1
6.4V PP

15.75 KHz

32

39

230V P P
60 Hz

26

420V P -P
15.75 KHz

ZENITH
Color TV Chassis 12A10C15

C.)
44V P -P

60 Hz
7.3V P -P

80 Hz

C) 260V P -P 0 150V P -P
15.75 KHz 15.76 KHz

15.75240 PH-VKP, 0 1154.755V KPH PilOVP -P

60 Hz

26V P -P
60 Hz

33)1
85V PP

15.75 KHz

NOT USED NOT USED

0 .2V P -P
15.75 KHz

2.4V P -P
60 Hz

O

C) 170V P -P
15.75 KHz

NOT USED

34

1350V P -P
60 Hz

24V P -P
60 Hz

48V PP 0 54V P -P
60 Hz 15.75 KHz

irTAI
0 3..9V

P -P

58 MHz

C)I 120V P -P
15.75 KHz

41 BV P -P

3.58 MHz

CI)
160V P -P

15.75 KHz

NOT USED NOT USED

54 @ CD
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1273
ADMIRAL
TV Chassis
NA1-1A

JANUARY 1970

TOOT

ELECTRONIC 7 a -wimpTKCHNICIAN /

EXTERNAL
VHF ANT. INPvT

30011
INPUT

VHF TUNER
2094D-2

L 106 CI22 LI04

_{.4m
2P VHF

6C8122.1

CI 3 UO7
6 I,

L109

Fr11-17,5
0124

0156 226

105

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

MONOPOLE VHF
ANTENNA

Sw001-6.

EXT. ANT

UHFo{'

IS
CCH0II6

1.06 6148 47p
Lo4 b it 5

a a 4

3°9
20

L13 002

CH104

°as

NT. ANT

8009
4I6

VOW

C162

O 00107 06 0S
oeo

3 a,
o2 ;

o
11

o o 00
11

OS

UHF TUNER 2094E2-2

L8

11:87,4.N L9 :
sq2, &

.- TR26

1-)1 <0C5

...__0.001
C 1
0.5P

C100,
C6 UHF OSCTR26--------

ISP

Doe

15750
TACt1.., UHF MI

3

Lou Lo
R1820 54330

LKX L102 -
006
BP

Hilo co
C104

CouP141139P _t
,

P.';'°2
cV,19, 0156 060 CiSi 8:5901' us,- 812F53

CISS 0156
0001 22P

_c_...).___)001 RI) j , ,.. J V i---)t--0
'2P CiCoi

ie ra,4 R105 F 220 ---- 8.2V 2.241-77)P1

H

4.4V5.5n

820 I K $

nr,I1I"2,

noel ,, 07310

RII
A AV '

CHIP/.
0101 iCz---*'''-'3

45K
TR2 115611

8V
01

25C288A 1.C3

o8

o9

010

.31

,°5
.09

RIS3
2.75 IFT

111:2i1Q1Io
FF

2 .?""L'52 C5162,5

C163
POP IF

almiz, 126-qm-61.01z

AGC
181

2SC683 0
VHF AMP.

8122
6_86

1(-1
C108 68P

TR3

8123
560

.8

0121101 AGC

C157
0.001

2SC466 2SC466
VHF MIXER VHF OSC.

NOTE 1vHF TUNER I

FRONT AND REAR SECTIONS OF SWITCH ARE VIEWED
FROM FRONT WITH THE CONTROL SHAFT IN CHANNEL
15 POSITION.
FP, FRONT RREAR

A.C.
OPERATION

FUSE
F901
0754

°°RG
OPERATOR

FUSE
F902
1 64

9

a
0

JEA

r9°'
RED

2.21.1

POW

PLUG
P901
PIN VIE

Bo,

4.4

CO

SOCKET
120 VOLTS
60 Hz AC

ORN.

TR24

259337
SERIES REGULATOR

ii. 5v

300^.UHF
ANT. INPUT

R4
LOU

1 1

-

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ADMIRAL PART NO.

R320 - 100K bright control 2075B89-76
R321 - 5001 contrast control 2075689.77
R414 - 50K volume control W/SW801,902 2075889-78
R422, R423 -3.311, 5%, 1/4w 20601357.11
R424 - 6.80, 5%, 1/4w 60B28-89
R604 - 5K vert hold control 2075689-74
R608 - 5K vert size control 2075889.75
R609 - 5K vert lin control 2075889.75
R61 5- 5000 vert bias control 2075889-73
R704 - 5K horiz 20751389-71
R707 - 10K horiz hold control 2075689.72
R808 - 5K AGC control 2075889-75
R906 - 100011 B plus control 2075689.70
R909 - 4.70, 10%, 1/4w 60628-11

C401 T40,
400P7

-F,
VC i I

7.16°1

flfc,

SIGNAL PRECISION WIRED SYSTEM

2SC460® 2SC460®
I

Is,. SOUND IF AMP. 2ND SOUND IF AMP.

8,067It T402

C40 4P

220

T
R407 C

r

40g,,06 50
Tr

C4051_Q01.

8409

TRIO

5.56

R4OSIQ01

L26

C404

038.

2SC682®
1ST IF

TA4

L204 6:15V
8201

115111118.2.1

G 0202 ozo. C2O5
7P 2P zoo ISP

ISP TI 82°2
560

L201
47.25

MHz
L202
4 L25

TRAP MHz
C806 " TRAP _0005

z L203
39.75
MHz R203

TRAP 180

C206
0005

8204 C207
330 5P

C2OB
0005

IC406

2SC682® 2SC464

T201

2ND IF
TR5

C209
0005

C21 , 7202
10-56 5P

C21

3RD IF
TR6r

R211
1.56-1

D2 8 03
IN 60P
SOUND CWT.

8410 02

TH401 - thermistor 2061645-39
TH402 - thermistor 2061645.10
C416 - 100µf, 10v, elect 2067864-69
C609 - 500µf, 10v elect 2067664-80
C721 - 500µf, 15v elect 2067664-93
C722,C723 - 500pf, 7.5ky 20658112.154
L201 -47.25MHz trap coil 2073672-69
L203 - 39 75MHz trap coil 2073872.67
L208 -filter coil 2073672-75
L303 -4.5MHz trap coil 2073672.68
L311 - 300µh peak coil 2073872.72
L312 - 470µh peak coil 2073872-73
L601 - choke 2073872-77
L701 - horiz stability coil 2073872.76
1601 - vert osc xformer 2079A2-3

TP3

15+4,56

C409 R4I2 C4I2
100P 226

T1915

VOLUME

105
_........._

R411
058413 I 6

680 SO

0414
-C4I0 0411

1C4I9
506

100047 11303

DI
IN60

VIDEO DES.
2SA3510

1ST VIDEO AMP
TP2

L205 L206

0222 0223 -

ti P 1150

0216 0305 Lijx,
C224

LAP _'`."- 1476

L0325-1300556_
- 0°47"

I I _ R215 I C302i- 4v,10213* --1
15,

- -
180

R802
270

0301
270

9.4v

C105

101
451.49
TRAP

TR7
R316

10K
C505R:63 556

10V._,u1-45±5©- 0304 5 15

47p ILA

Rell
86

I C505T-i0-'82C81_

R807
4.76

8805W II. 7s
8809 :1 0813

5.6K
476.2 / 141

15-.6v Id
1

I.8_6y i.c802
101,05

--R6i2 820 r-1_ 05
Rei4 3

$
C80 -  i K

07 '
,45,5 TPI '1_ 01

246 = 625_ _,_
D6 II en
IN344

RF AGC DELAY

0210
0.005

12v

CH04

00051 1 N 344
0:7, FWD GATE

TR15

2SC4 5 8 ®
FORWARD EitAS

AGC DR i vER

TRIO

TRIO

25975 ®
SYNC.SKimmiNG AMP

v

cool Pli.30,,300 T

R507,- = ION

TR16

10V

RSOS
56

03C41

-Fltruf.,
220

C502

R506 V25
114

9.5V

P
TR25

2SC2810
ERROR AMP.

,/4
_FLJUov

8
C903

911.56 5°915

25875TR17 0 2SC21RU181®
VERT. OS C. VERT. DRIVE

TRI6

2SA I 5V
SYNC SEP

9.8V

R5.17,4

DECOUPLER
D4

POWER PRECISION WIRED SYSTEM

11119

259341V
vER T. OUTPUT.

TRII

C458C)
SOUND AMP.

C415

IC3i3 1/3426

8424/
1913

6
1113

R902Sw 902 50
Yzw 4

8901 OFF
120
VOW

REC901
BR DOE

RECT.04

O
Sw9CFlii

13

ION

PINK

BATT. CHARGING
CABLE

DC

CAR BATT
12 1016.5V

T R24

17V BI

350

090
220

4.2V

3 0904
120

UE

3

0901

1

L

FUSE IN
L -BATTERY PLUG

EMF-5 BATT KIT
0 7017 TV OPTIONAL

SCHEMATIC NOTES
CHASSIS GROUND

_L RESISTOR veLuES Vow 101.. CAPACITOR VALUES IN ziF UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.r DC VOLTAGE a WAVEFORMS ARE MEASURED AT 120V AC LINE WITH RESPECT TO CHASSIS
GROUND WITH STRONG CHANNEL INPUT.

D16 IC ,,Dr?g_TD:GER,90,, 5

CONSTANT

TR25
16V 52V

4.91

39k)

8+600
R906
IN -B

8907
820

8601
2.26

_t
0707

-I 100-8

H.HOLD
R508
566
- 2.3

_n_a_
TR- 20

2SC458®
HORIZ.  F.0

56 05 R705
156.,

0702116344
001 RORI

AFCI2A-C703
7R510 c04

680

V. HOLD

C603
I/25i-

T

R602
2.26

8601
1.86

3600-i 7
-

_I_
Sv

8706 156

8.30. TR17
56-13

13603
224

ns. 3.4V

2211

C604

11'2910

V. SIZE

426

/16i2
470

8610
276

2.3v
513608,,-

3016057 TR 8

VERT

0.05
t5.611

R7F3 I
N344.

1/21,..:46
C70. IC707

( to ,_ V200 01 4700P

1.56
2C726

R5761
08

.76(103 i7K9.45

P7754-1IRrICRi2 RANGE

R -k/9 14010
F/708 106
560

Th601
D-28

4614
,50

V. BIAS
1,1618

i5 3.3
500-8

G805LI
,(7,5 C606

_ 1M) r :4416 -

IVA/V11-4_
16344

C708 0.02 2,72 oo

C705
5,15

L701 I

ORIZ
SINE
WAVE

5

C6 8

VC915

11V

2.15V

RLV,50,,

1.26

011

R61609 C611 R619

3r93%__
5,50 _64.K

3.3.7

T021 15- V

2SAI 2C) -114-\
HOR1Z. OSC.

5R307" iRSTE:62911961. 17913
011 TR21 --- 10(45

ICNL3AMttP-..
(116

C720

220

13V

aour
I3V

TP7

HORIZ T701
Z012 R7i7

220:

TalLrdac772:7PROTEC
TOR

-N' 3-44 00224-

259155 ..°41g
HO CF4127:C:RIVE

716
68
V2w

48V

/WR OPTTrOR

"L601

.11

VERT
OUT-

JPUT

NOR II.
1702 DRIVE

TRANS.

ta_. 7023
11.5V

R721
22
V2W

%

0312
566

280 vIDEO Amp PICTURE Tu8E
Llii Vi

IviHT
2 21 9AGP4

VCLOS

5 6 7

BRIGHT
NESS

00-e0v

270P
66 ,

C31 i

R320
1006

3
500

C3I2

CONTRAST

C6I 3

)10.033
R620
3.9K

SG601

R621
686

25E3'468

041
2709

111415
C418

156

I/25

R42-7
E

20
I3

0416 $C409E.
1363

T701 - horiz osc xformer . .2094A3-2
T702 - horiz drive xformer .2079A2-2
T703 - horiz output xformer 2079A2-4
T901 - power xformer . . 2080C I -9

deflection yoke 2073A3-1
DI - video det diode 93641.2
04 - noise gate diode 93641-2
05- AGC coupling diode 93638.1
012 - osc protector .. 93638.1
013 - vert damper 93638.1
014 - boost rectifier 2093641-32
F901 -.75a fuse 2084A1.2
F902- 1.6a fuse 2084A1-1

2094E2-2
1094E1-2

UHF tuner
VHF tuner

TR 13

2SD770TD1
SOTTID CATTPUT

66V

8417
10

-
TR122SB / / PTR8

2SC856 SOUND OUTPUT

C4

R428
3

R42230e
33

0416
0910

8.423
3.3

SPEAKER
3211

R425
47
k2 w

SP

340
EARPHONE lACK

WO V

DEFLECTION6.5/100
I

YOKE I

11.5V-
'EA:0DI

05 04

O'U°TRP1ZA

F.0,72202 FeE2203°-1

IL 21:
I

Cri4 I j
- 02

400

15689
DAMPER

Fi

v1-07 "
50045

C5I3
cuAeo

(
R318

512
K

47000

317
5.6N
V2W

<03 i 9
F 2706

014 TOM

t C3i4
HIGH El+ 2A50
VOLTAGE

RECTIFIER -

11.v. RECTIFIER

7703
HORIZ Pif--.

OUT -PUT
TRANS

C722 -1,1

5c9f,Kvii
C723 .1 I

5t5KV
1

L.

BRN

L

SIP Alf
.1110
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1274

Chews Tube Layout and Adiustrnent

TRIO1
VHF NT NT6-7U2G

MIDI 111j0

"P 
L_

0101
451.4.

1101 a

C101

,c1.102.

U9
6715
568 4W

CVI
CI

C2

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION AIRLINE PART NO.

R714 4.1n, sow, 10%, resin TV 2386

- 500K, pot., AGC 19V-120)
TV 23272

R219 TV 25234
R715- 5.60, 4w, 10%, oxide film

R315,SW701 - 500K, pot., on -off, volume
WI switch 18V-020U11 TV 2574

R517 -1111, pot., vert hold I9V-1171 TV 25237
R518 - 1M, pot., vert size I9V-1191 TV 25238
R519 - 11.1, pot., vert lin 19V -119I TV 25238
R826 - 50K, pot., horiz hold I9V-1821 TV 25314
R718- 20K, pot., contrast I8V-0071 TV 2572
R719 -250K, pot., bright I9V-1181. TV 25239
L302 -coil, sound det (TIF-544) TV 62254

1

L703 -L704 coil, RF choke TL -803
12( xformer, 1st pis IF and 41.25MHz trap

TIF-367

TV 61174

TV 62339

TV 6191
L601 - coil, horiz hold ITL-231

UT6-2U2 _L2to
1-1I ANT

UNF
,

13i ,, L 7 16 SO -1
CV2 Or 118248 sF_rn .../-0 :

--1111J-1:41TPUT

,,,

1

.,. C9 20e C7

am...02
i ON 1000P .40 5 v

01

CV 3

c3 R3

L 
C C

3

R

GOON

01 2SC684 , 2SC387.
UHF osc MPS6543 or TIS18

101'

.04
00,

/05V
 0/17

12.

010. -,05
3904 e 51.

I,Sc;,3 V101 C

3GK 5OF   vo

2. mi T UN, NG

-

GC

VOLTAGE SYMBOL LEGEND

ems 13K V (NIGH VOLTAGE)

Mil 350 V teoosT

BOV

A 145 V

 110 \.
 105V
V 70V

105v

1

C'06

00,

105V

Os,

1

:415V

1

060,
620.

VHF

-6tin1 1107

13

1106

0,04
230.V4W

Ila
001 0011 C,

724

V102

6CG8A
1101 181 05C 6 UHF ,F AMP

K -UNIT-116

07
21,1

C7 1

22 C712

00'

-

V '01A

10JY8

IN

E

L301
470 13001,
/4W 030,
15 5.

7201
"17.11{,

1 8702
22.

Slop

7020

v3ous

26GH8A
50u90  AMP

C SO

vapi
4E117
3, PIP AMP

1SV

0204
2?

0202

-
C204 0205

1201 0203
IK

!"r

C313
0022

10013s
0022

lit
Dom 2,,2; 470

Ir 301,/ 
71175311

4402 1140314,1 ft A6C07.2
3

8 210 .1,04
7 210 390.

3 -10V 02 6 ado
So 2 rige*
AA*  -** A 1 117

-

MA, C40. C07
112.5

0, 700.
56. Aram. 1110

2 24

v30113

\ 6GH8A TS.
STIIIC SEP row.

141 )45V
270.

0.218, 0219 0217
500. 1 330.

1.
1 -

2014 , 30V 

75141 2112536

60
C,6O.

I

DC VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS ARE
AT NO SIGNAL CONDITION

0607
660.

1

0603

D601

60

T00'5

0604
330.

COOS
.04-

717214.

19

1403

224

40V

04062'.

5014

17501
sad 10501

V602
v60$ 6409 E

8F07 130. 30v.  000.1 . w 

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER

V302

6HZ6
SOuN 0 DV

T 301_

1130
56.

11-1C312

0022

V202

4EJ7
211111 4.44

FTffRaf-91.4
JANUARY  1970

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS
T202 xformer, 2nd pix IF TIF-379 . TV 62340
T203 - xformer, pix det TL -99 TV 62290
T301 - xformer, sound IF TIF-378 .. . TV 62341
T302- xformer, audio output 7T-194 . . TV 11255
T501 - xformer, vert otpt 8T-192 TV 11216
T601 - xformer, horiz otpt 8FT-668 TV 11256
1701- xformer, sound IF & 4.5MHz trap

2TIF-491 TV 82252

100

VOLUME

r________V303C308

KI7 ielod Ov,17V
01 12FX5

7 -IV

110V

C304
0022

12

R306
7.113,6

C 306
0027

L302

050 7
C505 560a

0

C3I4
0022

83oe
00.

0309
2 '04

K K

C 307

022/,

110,. .

t:12) L
7 7

V70113

3v. 10J Y8
'VI

v,0(0 4$00

78348
10203

1203 0201 L203 L 205

.r;, 'Nela
,

7o9
a ro

02

070)
470

330V
NNNI

0702
112.

OV

C210
4WP

L2U4
.2SVL206

0710
2./

C70,
033

C '02

a0
22

25
OV

AIRLINE

TV Model
GEN-11 160A

T702 - xformer, power choke 91.204
M501 - capristor PRC-302
F701 - fuse, 1 6a
printed circuit board, K -UNIT -1111

complete assy
tuner, VHF NT6-7U2G
tuner, UHF UT6.2U2
yoke, deflection ass'y

/00V

35V
43.2
,00

C3,0
01

C309
0072

-
1702

..00703f
0704

12

12.1.

v504) ZI 6011. 
L

.00,04 . 
, Cl .

..-'1 ...../.._ _____r
17 8

r.----
-"*---1 I / w"

j: :0.: /
csii 0.19,1 c 504

cul.,,,(111 OSC

v.:4:8,0005.1:41,T

y

1

- ... ....CIO, Rs 3
TS01 Ion 22.

- 30$o
ei i -L -

0022 ; 5. 156 . ,
X P ' D 13

050 2
66.

1408.1 OSC

0606 6i0V
3900

0606
620
0607

FACTORY JUMPER
FOR

V601111

04 I

674

0608

6610
le.

0626
504

7117511
C610 06 4
0047 6.
It

.6,3
0612 870.
18K

C.309
 70P

/45V

..-00 NOT
MEASURE

SV602
/05 V

2
R617/ IN

R360
14

*6 5
3 3.
2W

0515
36 

K

(505 0509
50 6 

v-S,ZE R5 0
0508 62.

V603
1X28

K 1601 14V PICT

L 60
6,5
2400

1

1

05.1
100

KS

145V

C6 4
So 00

1

L602
1

vas --41
1 Q. bi Psi*"

C6. 1

c'
ta,

6" i06
I

1

1611

.1-11
1 Es ,,..1,1

--
rA.OH tOK

3I4W *76,20:
22% . C6I7

,........11 0047

30NA

T 302
.r

I

TV 11218
TV 3455
31501 6

TV 98416
TV 35182
TV 35148
TV 61477

5313

M ,I
icv 11

11--
-1

,
.110v 

I ,ss7311a

IC046TRAST

I /
R719 ,

K21 z00 /
1

AN
/

ss C >06
dr 0 27

i ,osp' 
a..I. 111.

4705 6,06
600 39

C508
047

*5 
82.

K9

- -000-184
RED .Y1

5 R627

dKv

oaBeGE t72
133BLUE

062C
YELLOW 134

3 3

7
80.2.1V Olv

"K./L:50V a

CII
.15

FACTORY JUMPER FOR WIDTH

130V. 

3502

.625
004
KI2

/05V 0710

a 145 V

30411

J702 _

v701 v301 V303 V302 V601 V602

5 4 5 3 3

C7.5 C4

0022; 0022;

V702

L703 V202
L

.2

V201

C713

10022 10022 10022
0022

C,,E C7,, C,b ,9

iC
T20

0022

TC

s via
L109 vIO2

022

I I 1

EARPHONE JACK
J301

SP301
'OHM

CUS

Ass, my
12 CNP4A

v7o2

PICTURE
TUBE

15v-

3014 //OV

07,3
K 4W

SR701

07,4
 7 IOW

F701

FUSE
60

Osfwi 007.1 2
(PART Or 4515

INTER LOCKI
L.

L_
787545 H HOLD (

TO SH.
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1275
RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS TUBE LAYOUT

OLYMPIC

TV Models 9P44/
9P45/9P46/9P54

JANUARY  1970

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

ELECTRONIC 7 r w=,,ca jerTIRCHINICIAN /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

OLYMPIC PART NO

VR101 - 500(1 variable, picture power PTJ33393
VR102- 5001( variable, volume ow,

power on -off PTJ33392
VR103 - 1M variable, vert hold PTJ33383
VR108 - 100K variable, bright PTJ80.110
VR104 - 1M, 500K & 500K variable PTJ80111
VR105- vert height, vert lin PTJ80111
VR107- horiz hold PTJ80111
R101-511, 10%, lOw REJ33209
C103 - 250of -r- 200µf 4- 50uf 200v C0J33413
1101 - speaker output TRJ33387
1102- vert output 113.180103
1103 - high voltage xfonew TRJ80105
T201 - IF xformer A CLJ33418

a.10
R017, ea,

o

VHF TUNER

FOCUS ADJUSTMENT

CONv EC 7 ORANGE LEAD
FROM TER M/NAL 0 *0

A.8 CK C 0oteCrIC.411
0,r315 BEST FOCUS

rIO

4)0C,
C'035
CIL
20001.Mr,

81 0 /

 C/07
cro
Doi

RIO

RN(
MRS

F

1A

T202 - IF xformer B CLJ33418
T203 - IF )(former C CU33417
T204- sound IF xformer . TRJ33022
T205 - ratio det TRJ33241
L102 - choke coil any CKJ33385
L201 -choke coil CKJ81291
L202 - choke coil CKJ81291
L203 - inductor 47C1
L204- inductor 1800
L205- inductor 330(1
L208 - inductor 3900
L207 - choke coil CIU81290
1209-trap coil CUP 289
L210- inductor 5.8ph
L301 - AFC coil

NOTE.

I ALL CARBON DEPOSIT FILM RESIST OR IRD) VALUES a4 CHINS 0%
TOLERANCE 1/2 WATT UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

2 ALL CARBON COMPOSITION RESiSTORIRC) VALUES IN OHMS '20%
TOLERANCE 1/2 WATT UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

3. ALL MICA AND PAPER CONDENSERS 2 0%
TOLERANCE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

4 ALL CERAMIC coNOFP4SFRI43 MARK DISC TYPE I VALUES IN
MICRO -MICRO FARADS -go % TOLERANCE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

S ALL VOLTAGE MEASURED BETWEEN POINTS INDICATED AND CHASSIS,
USING AN ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER. ALL VOLTAGE READINGS ±I5%
WITH INCOMING SIGNAL AM WITH CONTRAST CONTROL SET TO PRODUCE
60VOLTS PEAK TO PEAK AT KINESCOPE.

6 I It MARK HEAT COEFFICIENT.

SNACT

UHF TUNER

*OR.
tar

L

0 0

wooft,

O 604010 IF

41021.
,SK

TO A rtwwA
111(mwc42 Tf*S

Oa
CA

4

5

s/./Fr

,/OE

VII 17E1E31

vrO 210Y5
V9 17J281

1

(/03C
(LC
20o2
100wr

C LOJA
CEL

ZMAI
1.700

ON - 01F

3114 - OM

SOITO FOL vrIE

CON 1ROL

(Nu& ON
m PLOD(

('.03515
'ME CORD

AC

40111 1301

FROM
rumER

CLJ33390

VGA V2 6GI48A
SOUND IF AMP

(230[levert4

ITEM TUBE p). I Pin 2 Pin 3 Pen 4 hn 5 l'in 6 Pon 7 Pon 8 Pin 9 l'in 10 Pin II I'm 12
V I 3HAS 404(0 on 751(0 on on
V 2 5GS7 nom 751(0 00 - 751(0 901(0 on Nam
V 3 4EH7 330 imitcn 330 - on 751(0 7s1n on
V4 4EJ7 aen on 680 - on 75vn 831(0 on
V 5 10JY8 on 1.8310 novn tr,In 8401(0 75K0 713K11

---..............,__,V 6 6CH8A 150K 0 25(1 831(0 - - 831(0 non
75101

1.21(0

on 2.2310

xoKn awn on

.

-

V 7 I2FX5 ison .1,1«. - gum 751(0 ...-----....,:."--.............".....------:'
micaV 8 BRIO® 1.2K0 9aoK0 831(0 1801(0 Isoicn

V9 17.17.8 f. L. NC 751(0 NC i.too 1: PA n .75K n on nroin on
v10 2IGY5 - NC 751(0 on 9501(0 NC 751(0 NC 9501(0 on 754(0
V II 178E3 - NC NC 751(0 NC NC 9501(0 NC NC 751(0 NC
VI2 19AY1.4 - awn 0501(0 1110 NC awn 21;06,cn

- -------, ---------....,-
.v

---....--"---,
_

VI3 IAD2 ,- .-.

ITEM TUBE Pon 1 Pon 2 Pon 3 Pon 4 Pin S Pon 6 Pon 7 Pon 8 Pon 9 l'in 10 Pon II Pon 12

NC NO CONNECTION
 1 THIS READING WILL VARY DEPENDING UPON THE CONDITION OF PICTURE. 2 THIS READING WILL VARY DEPENDING UPON THE CONDITION OF VOLUME. 3 THIS READING WILL VARY DEPEND NG UPON THE CONDITION OF VERTICAL HEIGHT. THIS READING WILL VARY DEPENDING UPON THE CONDITION OF VERTICAL LINEA. 5 THIS READING WILL VARY DEPENDING UPON THE CONDITION OF VERTICAL HOLD. 6 THIS READING WILL VAR) DEPENDING UPON THE CONDITION OF BRIGHTNESS.

C231
(1.  tor
'APE EX

*NS

010.1 °P.
RAC
33Ir

113 R177 (7o CFO

:Cr *113 (co .F !is
1c0A0

ref.  V3 4EH7c1 1

113.11

(1147741,..-:

NIPlYL

4R
C[a

73
- ,121

CFD
R1,711
00,4  70 1 104

wC

V4 4FJ7
ST IF 2ND IF

V68 V2 60H0A
AU010 AMP

,70 (MP, (110,1M)
44,it ""

'CV/ PM' (714 L ma 41710 tr. crCVy.C(0 10/0 1M,/ SCAM 07051111110
7 ,w_g CM1

7 0,31, 11100
ISM V 07

w 

 CM
M C10I  7 MR

V7 12FX5
AUDi0 OUTPUT

eV -vv

1E1 VSA V2 10JY13
VIDEO AMP

T ---  C 24 '101
:thw T . 700,,, ; Coo -  CP,/ (V7
/MAP '0001 CcO

1 /ow
8107
20

220

OM
IC*, 4.To' 4774

C -

n ,,,,,n 007 cm/ "
th-17173

""
RCP, ..". 2

1

a 3110 7.404

a

(124
CC

11S

R 173
II

PC 2,
1111

C3111CC r

3,03

Vs8
I/2 10JY8

SYNC.
SEPARAT OR

MI

I 523
C Fr 003

Il

R320 R 30 /
*on rcY2:yr 371

C 301 R3/0(Mr IC
1001  VS wI

[34T
000C

13074,
0DRC
JOM

L

Per, OMIT

/1201

rot

.IM

10v

.001 R301

Off
CLMII C300
Cr, 01
IF

w7

(so, 0303
Fr 046,

0(5 17c

C_rof
Err

CVO
c4.7
413

Ron

SM
VifizVe2

J 3 0 IC

C17
4404(

10

, ,
 1 I 4

X / FO

ISTIME VP 0

10.62fl h

.1

MI MP

-
1 h, 710/ SPEAKER

1 (co jlira! -
- 1700

,,IMF 771
L

ORR
/

3M
Mgt

C1,004

YI
R/4

101-11
10,

V12
ISAYP4

KAASCCO.,

.m.7I 1 1

1:4

50,0,NrLeSS
L ow rat
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5,4
TM,

CM7
(11 Goa

morooer4-.-- mo
G

'1? -1

 o .4orri
Rohl I

.7,,P7., VERTICAL
OUTPUT 5001

26V -PI va6 V2 6610
/5 710.1 HORIZ.

OSC.

00E3

1

C

3011
COI

:AN?

141P .Jrr

"if
VISA V2 tea

41314

FM! /311%
-i.

(

n..(
(

11017(
R 341

T. .....

HORIZ. Sox - A I <

PHASE GET. ,r,',';'-
cwr 3***!10

fly- PP
c ...ow,/ _ C3.0 RJ wl,Z., j e 5 o**32t03 (1,13
O.M" -If- -1-1./\ I

RIV,
1"

I, l. --1
2001(L2</ 142-4

ORIZ
r.ero *a

NOME. Re.

FOLD
1

AC I°
CONTROL 4 vero7

O Im

ccr

ROF1L
w101 1$1f

RSV PP

 43 7307.
RIM
103
074

C11C211

OR

o 0 
's

VIRVC14.
4.14147
CM, FM(

:"
-trf
P17?
RS'Y
r.50 721.

C171

1157

4.14
001,1
 OR

R.V7
014(

1111

7, 0

reancA,
our rur TIMIS

IMIAR114

C0c rap,

34
Rew3
ROO(
w 

VIO 2IGY5
HORIZ
OUTPUT

17a ,1P

FIR Pest
rrOtO

C aN riot

4140f

001

104

VI3
IA02

H.V.

RECT.

Rom., o  4

C.,,
Llr 00.1

2012,1

moraorrno. nom

- (4/Jo
(11 4.0141

De f
1

Iocuis CA w a.

DLit

to RICE-
I

0,11N

PAO owl
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VCR r
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(217-VH,,i
PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS
AT ONE PRICE.

illagirkR REPAIR

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.

In this price all parts are included.
Tubes are charged at cost,

24 hour service at our conveniently
located service centers.

1 year guarantee backed up by the
largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.-
SARKES TARZIAN INC.

All tuners are cleaned inside and out,
repaired, realigned and air tested.

TUNER REPLACEMENT

Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TAR-
ZIAN INC. for this purpose.

The price is the same for every type
of universal replacement tuner.

Specify heater type
Parallel 6.3V
Series 450 mA
Series 600 mA

All shafts have the same length of 12".
Characteristics are:

Memory Fine Tuning
UHF plug In
Universal Mounting
Hi -Gain Lo -Noise

If you prefer we'll customize this
tuner for you. The price will be $18.25.
Send in original tuner for comparison pur-
poses to our office in INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
1-Ail-1LJHY -UPthililEI.J I UNLH

MIL)WLST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana TEL: 317-632-3493
(Home Off ce)

EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey TEL: 201-792-3730

SOUTH-EAST 938 GORDON ST.. S. W.. Atlanta, Georgia TEL: 404-758-2232

WEST SARKE, TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California . TEL: 213-769-2720

... for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card

JANUARY 1970
19



The Benehtop
Organizer.

Mallobin'. The smartest way to buy components ...
in this sturdy, stackable plastic case with parti-
tioned drawers that keen parts where they belong.
Indexed for instant access. Instant invervory.

The Mallobin you see here contains a popular
assortment of cur quality MTA capacitors. But
that's just the beginning. We have others. There's
one containing an asscrtment of 2 -watt MOL re-
sistors with ranges from 33 ohms to 56K ohms.
Another contains MTV molded aluminum electro-
lytic capacitors with values from 750 mfd at 6

MALLORY

WVDC to 100 mfd at 50 VVVDC. And there are many
other cases which contain either GP, PVC, TT or
TO capacitors. There are Mallobins for carbon and
wirewound controls, too. Each with a wide range
of popular vaiues. The choice is yours.

But whichever you choose, you will find your
Mallobin has a popular assortment of values that
should satisfy all your component needs.

Remember the name Mallobin next time you're
thinking of buying components. They're available
from your local Mallory dealer.

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of P. R. MALLORY S. CO. INC-
Box 1658. Indianapolia, Indiana 40206; Telephone: 317-636-53I53

Batteries Capacitors Controls  Resistors  Semiconductors  Switches  Sonalertv  Timers - Vibrators  ICs  Cassette Tapes

. . . for Mo-e details c rcle 123 3n 4ea der Service Card
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Experience:
the invisible
ingredient.
With all the fancy names and
gimmick claims, it's tough
to weed through brand after
brand of aerosol products
today and really know which
one is best.

One very important guideline 4
is experience.
GC has been supplying
chemical products for
forty years - aerosols,
tubes, bottles, drums -a
size and formula for
every need.
And we are manufacturers
and fillers - not just selling
agencies.
Experience may be an
invisible ingredient, but it's
sure worth looking for.

GC CHEMICALS
THE ONLY AEROSOL CHEMICAL LINE

THAT GIVES YOU EVERYTHING

Look for our new gxtra
Ory %KW Freeze Mia
Cools circuits three
times faster than stan-
dard coolers . leaves
no liquid residue . .

absolutely non-toxic
and odor free . . . spe-
cifically designed to
locate problem capaci-
tors, transistors and
oxidized joints by in-
stantly cooling compo-
nents. Cat. No. 10-702
... 15 -oz. Aerosol Can

C -r-111

NUVI-TRAN
TUNER
CLEANER
For Critical Nuvistor and
Transistor Circuitry. The
non-toxic, non -drift,
non-conductive clean-
er, specifically formu-
lated for sensitive nu-
vistor and transistor
tuners. Cat. No. 5555

. 8 -oz. Aerosol Can

ACTION
The Silicone -Based
Tuner Cleaner at a new
low price. Fast -acting
cleaner, completely
safe for plastics; sili-
cone base provides
long-lasting protection
against dirt and corro-
sion. Cat. No. 99-06
... 6 -oz. Aerosol Can

SPRA-LUBE
Cleaner -Lubricant for
Color TV Tuners. The
non -drift cleaner and
lubricant, for color TV
tuners. Safely cleans
away dirt, dust and
oxidation. Uses NASA
approvedsolvents. Cat.
No. 8888 . . 8 -oz.
Aerosol Can.

Send for your free catalog. Write to . . .

GC ELECTRONICS
400 SO. WYMAN ST.. ROCKFORD. ILL. 61101

ELECTRONICS A OFDIVISIONHYOROMETALS, INC

c2g5

EDITOR'S MEMO

Rising Wages

As one well known comedian puts it,
"And away we go!" Off on another year
of things that will be generally ris-
ing-skirts, maybe, taxes probably and
wages certainly-along with the cost
of just plain "being."

A recent press release from the
U.S. Department of Labor indicates
that hour wage scales in the union
building trades averaged $5.67 on
the first of October 1969. The Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics survey of sev-
en major building trades in 100 cit-
ies across the country also showed
upward scale adjustments in one -fifth
of the 700 bargaining units which were
studied in the third quarter of 1969.
These revisions, from negotiations
or earlier agreements, averaged 35
cents an hour and ranged from less
than 10 cents to more than $1 an hour.
Plumbers had the highest hourly scale
at $6.38 an hour. Other journeyman
trades averaged from $5.51 per hour
for painters to $6.26 per hour for elec-
tricians. The rest of the average rate
levels as of October 1, 1969 look like
this: Bricklayers, $6.17. Carpenters,
$5.92. Plasterers, $5.85. I guess we
could all generally agree that these
averages do not exactly reflect what
a radio -TV service technician earns
in a typical shop. In a comparison chart
I received from a reader, shop -own-
er and member of a trade association,
the average pay scales for technicians
went like this: Black and white, and
color technicians earned an average
of $4.50 in the field and $5 for bench
work in 1968. We haven't any avail-
able figures on the current averages,
but from what we've been able to find
out in talking to various service deal-
ers, the average hasn't gone up much,
if any. If anyone has any later figures
or statistics, I'm sure our readers would
be happy to hear of them. One thing
is for sure-we can't all be plumbers.

. . . for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card
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YOU AND ME, GEORGE!
REGULAR TV HEROES,

WITH THIS NEW
BELDEN COAX!

(ITS LIKE .NE DISCOVERED
THE MISSING LINK!

TV REPAIR
SERVICE

Jacket
Black all-weather PVC .030
nominal wall with a .242"
nominal O.D.

8228 BELDEN DUOFOIL

Drain Wires
4-28 AWG solid tinned copperweld
conductors applied spirally and posi-
tioned uniformly around the circum-
ference of the shield.

Dielectric
Low loss cellular polyethy-
lene, .180" nominal

p.

Shield
\Belden DUOFOIL 100%

shield is a polyester film with
aluminum lamination on
ooth outside surfaces.

Conductor
18 AWG solid, annealed,
bare copper.

THE MISSING LINK TO PERFECT VHF AND UHF COLOR AND B/W RECEPTION

I:E1,11E\ 11228 1111111111118
15 OHM COAXIAL CABLE  100% SHIELDED  100% SWEEP TESTED

all1111Nur

For MATV distribution systems, DUOFOIL is the
finest coax yet. Its low loss, 100% shielding keeps
B/W and color VHF and UHF signals pure. Apart-
ment dwellers, hotel and motel tenants, etc.-
even in congested areas-get sharp, clear recep-
tion. Its small diameter provides extra space
savings in conduit installations.

Is CATV coming into your area? DUOFOIL is the
perfect underground drop cable. Its exceptional
flexibility and moisture resistance assures extra -
long service life, and preserves the impedance
values of the cable design.

LOW, LOW ATTENUATION

Nom Attenuation.._.... ,....__________
per 100'

me db
50 1.5

_00 2.1
200 3.1
300 3.8
400 4.5
500 5.0
600 5.5
'00 6.0
800 6.5
900 6.9

Available in 100, 500 and 1000 ft. spools. See
your local Eelden Distributor for full details
or to order. For a copy of the reprint article,
"Electronic Cable, ' write: Belden Corporation,
P.O. Box 5070-A, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

Don't forget to ask them what else needs fixing?

BELDEN

JANUARY 1970
for mole details circle 104 on R seder Service Card
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Perfect fit:
Econoline Van custom -designed to your job.
CUSTOM -DESIGN YOUR VAN
Your job may call for a one -of -its -kind van. You can get it in an Econoline,
and all from one place-from your Ford Dealer.

Sound impossible? Not for the man with better ideas. Your Ford Dealer can
custom -design the Econoline's interior into your kind of efficient working
space, and it comes to you ready for work.

WIDE CHOICE OF MODULAR UNITS
Econoline modular units (like those shown above) are the answer.
Components include: racks, adjustable shelf units, drawer units, cabinets,
bins (both padded and plain), padded trays, tote trays, hanging baskets,
book compartments, storage boxes, partitions, padded siderails, padded
floor, equipment holders, ladder racks, and many more.

These are not just parts and pieces, but a system of Econoline-engineered
units designed to fit and work together. Constructed of heavy gauge steel
with gray enamel finish, they bolt to floor and/or body pillars to become
permanent yet movable parts of the van. Traveling showcase or workshop-
you name it and it's yours with the Ford Econoline.

BETTER IDEAS EASE YOUR WORK
However you design your van, you have all of Econoline's basic better ideas
going for you. Convenient outside front service center for quick -checking
engine and related parts. Driver "walk-through" for easy access to the load
compartment. More clear floorspace by 23% than any other van. Wide
51/2 -ft. stance for stability, yet a sharp 40 -ft. turning diameter for
maneuverability. And, of course, exclusive Twin -I -Beam independent front
suspension for great durability, easy handling, low maintenance, long tire life.

Because it is the one -of -its -kind van, you see more and more Econolines
on all kinds of jobs. See how much more an Econoline Van can do
for you-see your Ford Dealer.

Radio, TV, Appliance Repair

General Utility

Laundry and Dry Cleaning

Vending Repair

FORD ECONOLINE VANS CaTed
. . for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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Engineered
for outstanding reception

Zenith outdoor antennas
for Color TV!

The best color TV deserves the best antenna. And you can
recommend and install Zenith antennas with confidence.
For every Zenith antenna is electronically engineered for
optimum reception in any signal area.

For outstanding performance, Zenith -
engineered antennas include:

 Capacitor coupled cap -electronic VHF dipoles.
 Tapered U -IF grid driver.
 Staggered square UHF directors.
 Low -impedance, triple boom construction.
 Gold -color alodized coating (to help antennas look

better and last longer, with greater corrosion
resistance and electrical conductivity).

Your Zenith Distributor has the complete line of Zenith
quality -engineered TV antennas and antenna accessories.
His staff has the tecinical experience and knowledge of your
area to recommend the best antenna for any installation.

EXCITING SURPRISES FOR YOU-and Your Family!
Get the details at your Zenith Distributor's Parts Department.
Why not sell the best

74.17117M.
The quality goes in

before the name goes on



NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

VOLTAGE REGULATOR 700

Provides steady voltage despite
momentary line voltage variations

A television voltage regulator designed
to eliminate variations in color TV pic-
ture quality is introduced. Called the
Colorvolt, the device will reportedly
provide steady voltage to the TV set
despite momentary voltage fluctuations.
In addition, the unit will add life to the
television set, because it will prevent
damage to components caused by such
fluctuations. The user merely plugs the
unit into an electrical outlet, then plugs
the television power cord into the Color -
volt. Voltage control is automatic and
constant; picture values are not distort-
ed; voltage is controlled before it
reaches the set's circuitry. Suggested
retail price is about $60. Sola.

FOR MORE
NEW PRODUCTS SEE
PAGES 83 & 84

VHF RADIO 701
Automatically scans
eight VHF channels

Automatic monitoring on any combination of eight
VHF channels is the feature of the newly introduced
Monitoradio/Scanner. Push-button program control
enables the operator to monitor his choice of crystal -
controlled channels in the 148-174MHz band. Readout
lights for each frequency show the process of the re-
ceiver's search for a transmitted signal. Upon finding
an active signal, the radio locks on and receives the mes-
sage. At end of transmission, the search for a return,
or other signal, resumes immediately and automatical-
ly. Programming is accomplished by activating push
buttons for any combination of the eight channels. This
feature enables an operator to hear both sides of du-
plex or simulcast base/mobile networks. It also enables
insertion of the 162.55MHz continuous carrier weather
frequency crystal in the spectrum. The scanning device
allows the monitor to hear a multitude of police, fire, civil
defense, radio telephone and marine signals that would
normally be missed on manually operated, crystal-con-
tr3lled or tunable receivers. Plug-in crystals for any fre-
quency within the band are readily available and easily
ins tailed. The radio is designed for 1/2µv sensitivity;
50dB at 15kHz selectivity and produces 5w of audio
output at 1kHz. Rate of scan is measured at .05sec per
channel. Designated Model TMR 8, the transistor re-
ceiver is delivered complete with built-in speaker and
universal power supply cords for both 12vdc and 117vac
operation. A removable telescope antenna and mobile
mounting bracket are standard equipment. Standard
auto antenna jack and external speaker terminals are
located on the rear panel and the front panel contains
a push button for automatic or manual operation as well
as a push button for each of the eight channels. The en-
tire package measures 2 1/4 x 5 1/2 x 7 1/2in. List price
is $139. Regency.
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More than 5 million two-way trans-
mitters have skyrocketed the demand
for service men and field, system, and
R & D engineers. Topnotch licensed
experts can earn $12,000 a year or
more.You can be your own boss, build
your own company. And you don't
need a college education to break in.

LT OW WOULD YOU LIKE to earn $5 to
El $7 an hour... $200 to $300 a week
... $10,000 to $15,000 a year? One of
your best chances today, especially if
you don't have a college education, is
in the field of two-way radio.

Two-way radio is booming. Today
there are more than live million two-
way transmitters for police cars, fire
trucks, taxis, planes, etc. and Citizen's
Band uses-and the number is grow-
ing at the rate of 80,000 per month.

This wildfire boom presents a solid
gold opportunity for trained two-way
radio service experts. Most of them
are earning between $5,000 and
$10,000 a year more than the average
radio -TV repair man.

Why You'll Earn Top Pay
The reason is that the U.S. doesn't
permit anyone to service two-way ra-
dio systems unless he is licensed by
the FCC (Federal Communications
Commission). And there aren't
enough licensed experts to go around.

This means that the available li-
censed expert can "write his own
ticket" when it comes to earnings.
Some work by the hour and usually
charge at least $5.00 per hour, $7.50
on evenings and Sundays, plus travel
expenses. Others charge each cus-
tomer a monthly retainer fee, such as
$20 a month for a base station and
$7.50 for each mobile station. A sur-
vey showed that one man can easily

maintain at least 15 base stations and
85 mobiles. This would add up to at
least $12,000 a year.

How to Get Started
How do you break into the ranks of
the big -money earners in two-way ra-
dio? This is probably the best way:
1. Without quitting your present job,
learn enough about electronics fun-
damentals to pass the Government
FCC License. Then get a job in a
two-way radio service shop and
"learn the ropes" of the business.
2. As soon as you've earned a reputa-
tion as an expert, there are several
ways you can go. You can move out,
and start signing up your own cus-
tomers. You might become a fran-
chised service representative of a big
manufacturer and then start getting
into two-way radio sales, where one
sales contract might net you $5,000.
Or you may be invited to move up
into a high -prestige salaried job with
one of the same manufacturers.

The first step-mastering the funda-
mentals of Electronics in your spare
time and getting your FCC License-
can be easier than you think.

ENROLL
UNDER NEW

G.I. BILL
All CIE courses
are available un-
der the new G.I.
Bill. If you served
on active duty
since January 31,
1955, or are in ser-
vice now, check
box on card for
G.I.Bill informa-
tion.

r

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
has been successfully teaching Elec-
tronics by mail for over thirty years.
Right at home, in your spare time,
you learn Electronics step by step.
Our AUTO-PROGRAMMED®"lessOns and
coaching by expert instructors make
everything clear and easy, even for
men who thought they were "poor
learners."

Your FCC License...
or Your Money Back!

By the time you've finished your CIE
course, you'll be able to pass the FCC
License Exam with ease. Better than
nine out of ten CIE graduates are
able to pass the FCC Exam, even
though two out of three non -CIE
men fail. This startling record of
achievement makes possible our fa-
mous FCC License Warranty: you'll
pass the FCC Exam upon completion
of your course or your tuition will be
refunded in full.

Find out more. Mail the bound -in
post-paid card for two FREE books,
"How To Succeed In Electronics"
and "How To Get A Commercial
FCC License." If card has been de-
tached, use coupon below.

C I E Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me without cost or obligation:
1. Your 44 -page book "How To Succeed In Electronics"
describing the job opportunities in Electronics today, and
how your courses can prepare me for them.
2. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC License."

Name Age
(PLEASE PRINT)

Address

City State Zip

Accredited Member National Home Study Council ET -55

1

J

How to get into one of today's hottest
money-making fields servicing 2 -way radios!

He's flying high. Before he got his CIE training and FCC License, Ed Dulaney's only Rosiness is booming. August Gihbemeyer
professional skill was as a commercial pilot engaged in crop dusting. Today he has was in radio -TV repair work before study -
his own two-way radio company, with seven full-time employees. "I am much better ing with CIE. Now, he says, "we are in
off financially, and really enjoy my work," he says. "I found my electronics lessons the marine and two-way radio business.
thorough and easy to understand. The CIE course was the best investment I ever made." Our trade has grown by leaps and bounds."

. . . for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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COMPLETE SERVICE

ON ALL MAKES
OF TV TUNERS

Maximum Time In Shop 24 Hr

(90 Day Warranty) I
(WE SHIP C.O.D.)
YOU PAY SHIPPING

$9.95
Black &
White

or Color

HF or
UHF

UV Combo's $16.50
Price includes all labor and par
cept Tubes, Diodes & Transis
combo tuner needs only one
paired, disassemble and shi
defective unit. Otherwise ther
be a charge for a combo tuner.
When sending tuners for repair,
move mounting brackets, knobs, in
cator dials, remote fine tuning
rangements and remote control dr
units.

All tuners must have remote con
units and/or mounting brack
moved before tuner can be c

and repaired. Please remove
accessories before shipping,
will not be responsible for
damage.

C
arm4

All tune ACTOI
TRAINED TECHNICIANS with ye
of experience in this specialized fie
All tuners are ALIGNED TO MAN
FACTURER'S SPECIFICATION on c
tel controlled equipment and
checked on monitor before shippi
to assure that to
properly.

GEM CITY TUNER
REPAIR SERVICE

Box 6D Dabel Station

2631 Mardon Drive

Dayton, Ohio 45420

for more details circle 119 011 Reader Service Card
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

A Friend in Need
I'd like to thank Standard TV Com-

pany of St. Louis and Mr. W. E. Holt-
kamp, Sr., of Beaumont, Texas for in-
formation on the Candle TV Model
MT -510.

A friend of mine needs information
on a Philco Electronic Circuit Mas-
ter VTVM Model 7001.

I'm passing on to him a subscrip-
tion blank from ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN/DEALER, also. His address
is: Frank E. Comstock, 4922 Craw-
ford St., Oxon Hill, Md. 20021.

Thanks again for all your help and
all the fine people who take the time
and trouble to pass along information.

E.J. CORS

170 Hylton Ave.
Woodbridge, Va. 22191

Readers' Aid
I have picked up a Meissmen An-

alyst and I would like to know if one
of your readers has a monaural and

for it. I would
be glad to pay a reasonable price for
them.

C.T. LANG

826 Hillcrest Ave.
Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501

I have recently subscribed to your
magazine and find it to be quite re-
warding.

Having exhausted all other sources of
information without any luck, I thought
that one of your readers could help
me with my problem. I need a sche-
matic for a Paco -Push -Pull Oscillo-
scope, Model S-50. I've been told that
the company has been out of business
for quite a while and no local suppli-
ers carry their schematics. Any as-
sistance with this will be greatly ap-
preciated. I will be glad to defray
the cost of any reader who can loan
or sell me the schematic.

DENNIS CHOLEZ

965-A San Pedro Avenue
Morgan Hill, Calif. 95037

I need operational instructions and
schematics for the following Supe-
rior Instruments Company test equip-

ment: A multi -meter (volt -ohm -amp -
capacitor), Model 670-A and a CRT
tube tester, Model TV40. I will glad-
ly defray the associated cost if one
of your readers can supply me with
the above information.

DORSEY D. CROSS

Route 3, Box 114D
Denison, Texas 75020

Could an ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN/DEALER reader help me
on the following unit? I have a port-
able tape recorder made in Japan and
sold by Martel here in L.A. I wrote
the company for a schematic but, no
luck. The serial number has been wiped
off. The chassis number is E-610.

DOYLE JONES

20105 Runnymede
Canoga Park, Calif. 91306

I would appreciate it if one of your
readers could supply me the schemat-
ics for the Supro Thunderbird bass
guitar amplifier, Model No. S-6420,
or the address of the manufacturer.
I have the name Valco Guitars, Inc.,

It costs only

New Easy Dispenser Pak 60/40 18 S.W.G.*

1/100 of more

Latest PC (Printed Circuit) Pak
60/40 Extra Thin 22 S.W.G.-.028"'

per solder joint
to know you
are using the
world's finest
cored solder
4 Each only 59( per package at your dealer.

ERSIN

FIVE -CORE
SOLDER

MULTICORE SALES CORP..WESTBURY. N.Y. 11590

... for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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Do you choose capacitors
the same way
Fran French and Lew Russell do?

Then you're sure to pick

Sprague Twist-Lok Capacitors when

you need twist-prong electrolytics.

Fran French and Lew Russell keep everything humming
smoothly at Delaware Valley TV Service, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fran, as Gen. Mgr., and Lew, as Shop Mgr., have had a lot
to do with building this 13 -man organization's reputation
as special sts in color TV. With 20 years' TV servicing

things.

One is twist -prong electrolytics.
Both prefer Sprague Twist-Lok Capacitors
for reliability and availability.

Ask your Sprague distributor for a copy of Sprague's
Electrolytic Capacitor Replacement Manual K-109 or write to:
Sprague Products Company, 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

P.S. You can increase your business 71/2% by participating
in EIA's "What else needs fixing?" program. Ask your
distributor or write to us for details.

for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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TECH
SPRAY THE CHEMISTS THAT BROUGHT YOU

BLUE STUFF
FOR TUNERS

BLUE SHOWER

NOW BRING

YOU...

TANT

A TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT
IN CHILLING SPRAYS

Not just an intermittent locator,
BLUE FROST has all kinds of new
uses as well ... Need to see if a
unit will perform in cold weather?
Put the unit into a box and flood
the box with BLUE FROST using the
special large nozzle and extension
...Need to fit two snug fitting metal
parts together? Shrink the one that
goes on the inside by chilling it with
BLUE FROST using the exclusive
large head and extension ...

TROUBLE

SHOOTER

'0 OUTROS.,

This "Two -gun Troubleshooter"
comes with two "guns" . . . two
sprayhead and extension combina-
tions ... one, regular size for ordi-
nary intermittent locating and the
one extra large oversize head and
nozzle for flooding chassis to re-
create wintertime conditions.

Packed in two sizes -20 ounces for the bench (4 ounces more than ordinary
large size chilling sprays) and a handy 8 ounce can for your caddy.
20 ounce can No. 1660-20S just $3.24 8 ounce can No. 1660-8S just $1.99

Special introductory offer . . . Purchase the large 20 ounce can and get an
8 ounce can FREE. Use the 8 ounce can and if not delighted return the unused
20 ounce can for a full refund.

TECHEXCLUSIVE FROM THE NEW LEADER IN CHEMICALS FOR TECHNICIANS
SPRAY

P. 0. Box 949  Amarillo, Texas
Canada: Wm. Cohen, Montreal

Export. Empire Exporters, N.Y C.

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

but need the rest of the address. Any
help will be appreciated.

EARLE ARNOLD

16 Narragansett Ave.
Jamestown, R.I. 02835

We have a citizen band transceiver
manufactured by Alltone. It's a mod-
el SS -1 Space Spanner. We cannot
locate the manufacturer or distrib-
utor to obtain a schematic. We would
appreciate it if you could put this in
your Letters to the Editor column.
If there is any cost involved we would
gladly defray it. Your fine magazine
is a great help to us and we look for-
ward to it every month.

R. FETZER

22 Monaco Ave.
Elmont, L.I., N.Y. 11003

About six months ago I bought a
Simpson tube tester, Model 555 and
wrote to Simpson for a new roll chart
assembly and new chart. I received
a reply that Simpson no longer stocks
parts for this tester. Perhaps one
of your readers would know where
I can get one. Your magazine is one
of the best electronics publications
for the technician.

BRUCE RITTENHOUSE

5469 Casper
Detroit, Mich. 48210

I would like to buy a schematic and
Instruction Manual for an electron-
ic voltmeter -ohmmeter made by Elec-
tronic Designs, Model 100.

OLAN R. FELIPE

2008 N. Humboldt
Chicago, Ill. 60647

Finney Promotes Better
Service Techs

Your excellent editorial in refer-
ence to the extreme importance of in-
creasing active membership in NATESA
and NEA has been brought to my
attention. May I congratulate you
on the excellent material that you
presented. And I am sure that your
effort will be of material assistance

. . . for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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Castle, the pioneer of television tuner overhauling, offers the following services to
solve ALL your television tuner problems.

 OVERHAUL SERVICE - All makes and models.
(1960, or later)

VHF or UHF tuner $9.95

UHF -VHF combination (one piece chassis) $9.95

TRANSISTOR tuner $9.95

COLOR tuner $9.95
(Guaranteed color alignment ... no additional charge)

Overhaul includes parts, except tubes and transistors.

Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes,
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number
and complaint. Your tuner will be expertly overhauled and
returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective unit
only.
And remember-for over a decade Castle has been the leader
in this specialized field . . . your assurance of the best in
TV tuner overhauling.
Remove ALL accessories, or dismantling charge will apply.

 CUSTOM REPLACEMENTS
Exact replacements are available for tuners that our inspec-
tion reveals are unfit for overhaul. As low as $12.95 ex-
change. (Replacements are new or rebuilt.)

 UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENTS

Prefer to do it yourself?
Castle universal replacement tuners are available with the
following specifications.

STOCK
No. HEATERS

SHAFT
Min.* Max.

I.F. OUTPUT
Snd. Pic. PRICE

CR6P Parallel 6.3v 13/4" 3" 41.25 45.75 8.95

CR1S Series 600mA 13/4" 3" 41.25 45.75 9.50

CR9S Series 450mA 13/4" 3" 41.25 45.75 9.50

CR6XL Parallel 6.3v 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 10.45

CR7XL Series 600mA 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 11.00

CR9XL Series 450mA 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 11.00

*Selector shof- length measured from tuner front apron
to extreme tia of shaft.

These Castle replacement tuners are all equipped with memory fine tun-
ing, UHF posHon with plug input for UHF tuner, rear shaft extension and
switch for remote control motor drive . . . they come complete with hard-
ware and component kit to adapt for use in thousands of popular TV
receivers.

Order universal replacements out of Main Plant (Chicago)
only.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT: 5713 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645

EAST: 41-92 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

in this important project.
Possibly you do or do not know that

our company (FINCO Antennas) has
given both NATESA and NEA a strong,
friendly challenge and objective this
year.

We have offered beautiful award-

winning plaques for the most success-
ful district, local chapter and individ-
ual in each of these outstanding or-

ganizations for the most successful
accomplishment in obtaining new mem-
bership. We have supported this "plaque
award" with an offer to each organi-
zation of a check for one thousand
dollars ($1000) to be contributed to
their treasury, if they obtain during
this current year ending with their
National Convention next year....one
thousand (1000) new members. The
offer, of course, is completely indi-
vidual and by that we mean the offer
of the plaques plus the $1000 award
applies to either or both applies to
either or both associations. It is our
sincere hope that both NATESA and
NEA will qualify for their award.

So beautifully finished they could occupy a
position of pride in a jeweler's window. But,
for all their eye appeal, these Channellock Little
Champ pliers aren't decorator pieces. They're
down-to-earth worksavers on hundreds of
delicate jobs that need firm treatment . . . in
short, the finest precision pliers you can buy.

We don't ask that you take our word for it. We
merely suggest you tell your dealer you want
to see and try Channellock Little Champ pliers.
We'll wager it will be a case of love at first
sight. You can get the whole pedigree on Little
Champs-and their equally fine big cousins-in
our catalog. Let us send you a copy, no charge.

TOOLS BY

CHANNEL LOCK
MEADVILLE. PA

We are hopeful that other liberal
and interested national manufactur-
ers will join us in this project by pos-
sibly adding funds to the "Accomplish-
ment Award." In any event, The Fin-
ney Company is dedicated to the suc-
cess, welfare and security of both
NATESA and NEA (individually and
collectively). We feel that the service
industry is of vital importance to the
manufacturers in the electronics in-
dustry and to the wholesale distrib-
utors in the electronics industry. We
feel that it is through the efficient-

aggressive execution of technical ser-
vice in the field, that electronic prod-
ucts and their producers can be as-
sured of product service and prod-
uct reputation in the hands of the ul-
timate user.

Thus, I extend to you the hand of
friendship and congratulations on
helping the service technician.

MORRIS L. FINNEBURGH, E.H.F.
Chairman of the Board

The Finney Company
Bedford, Ohio

Likes CAT Game
I want to comment on the CAT game

which appeared in the October 1969
issue of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER. This was really a good quiz.
I was pleased with the article and
certainly wish you would prepare more
like it in the near future.

BRIENO LAROCHE

BOOK REVIEWS

CB RADIO OPERATORS GUIDE
by Bob Brown & Paul Lawrence, pub-
lished by TAB Books, Inc., 224 pages.
Hardbound, $6.95; softbound, $3.95.

This book does a very acceptable
job of letting the CB radio user in on
the facts of citizens band two-way
communications. It gives everything
the reader wants to know and should
know to get and keep his license. It
also provides advice on what equip-
ment to purchase and how to get the
best out of it along with some point-
ers on antenna systems. There are
10 chapters in the book covering such
subjects as installation, optimizing
your station, troubleshooting, CB and
public service and providing emer-
gency assistance. The appendix in-
cludes the FCC rules, Canadian rules,
a listing of the Class D channels and
frequencies as well as those available
for Part 15 walkie talkie operation.

. . . for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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The RCA rotator has many features
your customers won't understand.
It has one that everyone recognizes:
the name, RCA.
RCA engineers have produced the best
in rotators. Beautiful, easy to operate
control cabinets. Rugged, durable
drive units. And they're tested.
Continuous operation life -tested,
under conditions no rotator would
ever encounter in normal use.

The "extra feature" in every RCA
rotator is the name ... RCA. It's the
feature your customers recognize,
rely upon. It's taken over fifty years
to build this kind of acceptance ...
acceptance that means
more sales for you.

Rotators

RCA 1 Parts and Accessories Deptford, NJ
Rotators ! Antennas Reception Aids Installation Hardware.

. . for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card

V -block serrated clamping
system locks mast securely.

Reinforced shaft has nested
"U" bolt.
Center -position alignment
markers speed installation.

Stainless steel bearings are
permanently lubricated.
No external thrust bearings
required.

High -tensile aluminum hous-
ing is rugged, lightweight
for less inertial loading on
mast.

High -temperature insula-
tion on motor allows
continuous operation.

Main drive gear is cast
integral to main shaft;
can't loosen.

Positive disc brake on mo-
tor prevents "overshoot."

Positive worm drive pre-
vents windmilling.

Overtravel clutch permits
motor to run before load is
engaged-for pre -turning
momentum.

High -efficiency motor con-
sumes less power; less
voltage drop over long
cable runs.

Model 10W707
The RCA fully automatic Ro-
tator has solid state circuitry
for positive synchronization.
Positive directional indicator
lights. Silent operation.

Model 10W505
The RCA positive push-button
fingertip control Rotator with
360' indicator dial. Unique
design assures precise control
with few moving parts. RCA
performance and quality at a
modest price!





So is this.

It used to be if you wanted to satisfy everyone, you
had to stock over 30,000 different solid state replace-
ment parts.

Well, everyone realized that was ridiculous. So
some enterprising people came up with a bunch of
universal replacements.

Then you only had to stock about eleven or twelve
hundred.

That was a lot better, but we still thought it was a
little ridiculous.

So two years ago (when we went into this busi-
ness), we figured out how to replace all 30,000 with
only 60.

Now all you have to do is stock 60 of our diodes,
transistors, integrated circuits, etc., and you can re-
place any of the 30,000 parts now in use. Inckding

MI%

all JEDEC types, manufacturers' part numbers, and
foreign designs.

That means you invest less money.
You don't tie up valuable space.
You do away with complicated inventory control.
And you operate more efficiently.
To make life even easier, we've got a new book

that gives you all the cross references you need to
figure out which part replaces which.

It's available from your Sylvania distributor.
If the whole thing sounds rather incredible, you're

right. But why not give your distributor a call and let
him narrow the incredibility gap.

SYLVAN IA
GENERA_ TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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SWEEP & MARKER
GENERATOR

$395.00 Lowest price going on a complete crystal controlled generator and marker combination)

FASTEST, EASIEST
GENERATOF TO

USE. ONLY THREE
CONNECT ONS FOR

ANY TEST.

CONTI101110 TV
ii/CMIOATA &TOKENS

ir mows ------

SWEEP OUTPUT

MAPKEP
POOEP

DarPue
as FINE -CHPIOIVIP

swie a le ev
. e ocnis

ree 101Prt EP
O 101,

^^^

mcg., 1'14,4 VID
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OW.

ALL SOLID STATE -INSTANT ON

WITH YOUR SWEEPF R AND MARKER:

80 full color reproductions direct
from Sencore technical training film
clearly depicts alignment from
beginning to end using SM152. Pictures
are numbered so you can review
a section at a time if you are
in trouble. 35 minute LP record direct
from film clearly leads you all
the way. Also packed with each
SM152. Numbers are announced for
each picture so you can review
a section when necessary.

1\1 CD FR

Matching Pad

NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101

0
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ONLY GENERATOR THAT GIVES YOU A COMPLETE IF, CHROMA,
ALL CHANNEL VHF, UHF AND FM ALIGNMENT SIGNALS IN ONE UNIT

CAMIptete IF SWEEP AND CRYSTAL CONTROLLED MARKERS

44.25 MHz -
Slope Marker

45 75 MHz_
Video Carrier

42.67 MHz
Top of Chroma

Chroma Subcarrier
42.17 Mhz

All
Crystal

Controlled
At The Push
Of A Button

47.25 MHz ADJ. Channel
Sound Carrier

Low End of
Chroma 41.67

41.25 MHz Sound

ADJ. Video
MHz Carrier 39.75

Note that Sencore has a

View the complete IF response curve with full 15 MHz sweep width (com-
petition has only 12 MHz, restricting view on RF and some solid statereceivers that have extra traps). Press one or all of the crystal controlled
marker push buttons without upsetting response curve. Post injection isused all the way to prevent overloading the TV receiver. Crystal markers
are provided for all critical check points as shown on the response curve.
Also sweeps 20 MHz IFs as found on older sets and new import color
sets. Major competition does not cover these frequencies. Special spot
align position converts the sweep generator to a regular signal generator
for spot alignment or dipping odd traps. Only Sencore goes all the way.

base line giving you a reference to zero. Competitive models do not.

etagete CHROMA SWEEP AND CRYSTAL CONTROLLED CHROMA MARKERS
4,08 MHz
Band Width
Marker

Chroma
Subcarrier
3.58 MHz

3.08 MHz B
Band Width
Marker

You can inject the chroma signal directly into the chroma amplifiers as shownhere or through the IF amplifiers for a flat response. You are equipped to
follow manufacturer's recommendation either way. Injection directly intothe chroma amplifiers is a must fo.- fast trouble shooting of color circuits.

Wing& ALIGNMENT SIGNALS FOR VHF TUNER OR OVERALL ALIGNMENT

Video Sound
Carrier Carrier

TUNER
RESPONSE

The SM 152 sweeps all of the VHF channels for complete tuner checkfrom channel 2 through 13. Competitive models sweep only two VHF
channels. Push button markers are provided for channels 4, 5, 10 and 13
for both the video carrier and the sound carrier. The second low and high
channels are available in case you have a station operating on the same
channel . . . which will cause the patterns to be upset. You want to align
on an unused channel and check t on the channel in operation for best
results. Only Sencore goes all the way.

COMIStete UHF SWEEP FROM CHANNEL 14 THROUGH 82

UHF TUNER
RESPONSE

After completely aligning a TV se:, you'll want a complete check on theUHF tuner to be sure that it is operating on all channels. Markers aren't
necessary as you just view the RF or over-all curve to see that the curvelooks the same as the VHF and output remains reasonably constant. OnlySencore has UHF output; a.I new tuners are required to cover all UHF
channels and you will come up short if you own any other alignment gen-erator than the SM 152. A UHF sweep generally costs hundreds of dollarsmore.

Wing& FM SWEEP AND CRYSTAL CONTROLLED MARKERS

10.8 MHz Band Width Marker

FM "S"
CURVE

10.7 MHz
FM IF Marker

10.6 MHz Band Width
Marker

You won't be stopped with jJst TV alignment. You can align the IF ampli-
fiers of the FM receivers with the 10.7 MHz crystal for maximum as indi-
cated in service manuals. Then. throw on the scope and sweep the ampli-
fiers and view the "S" curve if you have stereo. Two markers, 100 KHzabove and below the 10.7 MHz mark the limits of the curve for good
stereo. You can align the front end of the receiver too. Competitive units
cover only the IFs and you find the job only half done.

There are other features too numerous to mention that makes the and RF calibrated cutput for circuit trouble shooting are only aSencore SM152 the most complete sweep and marker generator few of the things that places the SM152 in a class by itself. Dare
on the market. Ultra linear sweep from 10 MHz to 920 MHz. ex- compare and you'll see your distributor today for a good look atclusive calibrated sweep width that is constant on all channels the SM152.

. . for mole details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL DIGEST
The material used in this section is selected from information
supplied through the cooperation of the respective manufacturers or their agencies.

RCA VICTOR
Color TV Chassis CTC38/CTC,40-Gain Control of Transistor

Stages

RCA solid-state television chassis employ variable gain
stages to regulate the amplitude of particular signals in
the automatic chroma control circuit and the 1st and 2nd
IF stages.

0+

VARIABLE
BASE BIAS

8+

A gain change is effected by varying the operating point
(bias) of the transistor to be controlled. The transistors
used in variable gain stages are especially chosen for a char-
acteristic whereby the gain is a function of the collector -
emitter current. The transistor characteristic curve shown
illustrates that a stage using this type transistor will ex-
hibit maximum gain at one particular value of collector cur-

rent (Ic). On both sides of this maximum point, the gain

MAXIMUM GAIN

FORWARD
BIASED

Hz

IC COLLECTOR CURRENT -Ma

diminishes, resulting in two modes of gain control-forward
bias and reverse bias. Both of these systems of gain con-
trol are commonly used; the final choice is dependent up-
on other design considerations.

The basic difference between a forward bias and a reverse
bias gain control system is that the collector current of the
amplifier stage in the forward bias mode is made to increase
for a reduction of gain, and collector current is made to de-
crease in a reverse bias system.

To understand the forward bias system it is first neces-
sary to examine the transistor amplifier stage when it is
at maximum gain. Under these conditions, the stage is de-
signed to furnish a good impedance match to the transis-
tor at its input and output terminals (R in and R out), and

the operating current (Ic) is chosen to yield the highest
gain. If the base bias of the transistor is increased, the col-
lector current will increase, to a new level 12. The dotted
line represents the new value of collector current (12), and

is accompanied by a substantial gain reduction.
The cause of gain reduction is twofold: First, the inter-

nal gain of the transistor is lowered, and secondly, the in-
put and output impedances (R in and R out) have been re-
duced thereby introducing mismatch of insertion loss.

The forward bias control system is often used because
the forward bias gain characteristic is more linear than the
reverse current section of the curve. This does not mean
however, that the reverse characteristics are undesirable.
In fact many times it is advantageous to use the reverse
bias system. When the nonlinearity of gain vs collector
current is overcome by proper design, an advantage can
be realized, in that gain reduction may be accomplished
with a substantially smaller collector current change. This
often results in simpler circuitry.

ZENITH

TV Chassis 22AB55 - Horizontal Output Circuit Description

The base of the horizontal output transistor is connect-
ed to the top of the secondary winding of the horizontal

(1,1,t1

1
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0218 6806
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+1302.-1
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250141
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81, 8240
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C#204
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0030
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122 T202
1401211
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4001
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rDT. SIRE

6.10 PIN 1 OF CRT

16 301

TO 8813 8 8236

AT 104R11 DRYER

SIROBATION

CIIT-OFF

driver transformer. The bottom of the winding is returned
to ground through resistor R240. Bypassing is provided
by capacitor C217. The emitter of Q203 is returned direct-
ly to ground. The ferrite bead (L204) over the base and emit-
ter leads, suppresses "spooks" generated by the rapid switch-
ing of the base -emitter junction. The collector is connect-
ed to the primary of the sweep transformer T205, the de-
flection yoke and the damper diode CR203. The lower wind-
ing (primary) of T205 is returned to 130v through R243.
The primary winding of T205 and the deflection yoke are

40
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BSR AUTO TURNTABLES
A beautiful model

promotionally priced
for every purpose.

All precision crafted

in Great Britain by the

world's largest maker

of automatic turntables.

ti,
BSR

BSR (USA) LTD. BLAUVELT, N.Y. 10913

BSR 5500T
BSR 4700

Another BSR winner for
compact systems.
Beautifully styled, quality
made. Includes cartridge
and base.

$3995*

BSR Minichanger
A total turntable ready to
plug in and play. Bookshelf
width. Ideal for compact
equipment. Includes
cartridge, base and
dust cover.

'3995*

BSR McDonald

300T
An audiophile turntable yet

volume priced. Includes
Shure Hi -Track M75 type

magnetic cartridge
and base.

$4450*

Designed for promotion
priced systems or

replacement. Includes
cartridge (less base).

$2995*

*Suggested retail prices.
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Only Admiral
gives you the
color
picture tube
with built-in
customer
satisfaction.

The exclusive
Admiral
3-year warranty.
Now Admiral offers all new Super-Brite color picture tubes
with the exclusive Admiral 3 -year warranty. This industry
exclusive provides your customers with maximum satis-

faction.
Every Admiral Super-Brite color picture tube has

Admiral -engineered thermal compensation for unexcelled
color purity and the newest phosphors that give your cus-
tomers clear, bright, sharp color pictures.

Here's another Admiral exclusive: In model 25SP22
(25AP22), our engineers have developed a vacuum de-

posited thin -metallic film on the inside of the envelope to
assure trouble -free operation and longer life.

Admiral Super -Brice service color picture tubes aren't
rebuilts. They're 100% brand new. From Admiral, pro-
ducers of more rectangular color picture tube sizes than
anybody in the world-the only one with the 3 -year pro-
tection you asked for.

Admiral
,..> Mark of Quality

Admiral Corporation warrants this picture tube to be free from defects
in material or workmanship for 3 years after date of sale to the consumer.

Admiral's obligation is limited to supplying a suitable replacement picture
tube. This warranty is effective if the picture tube is registered with
Admiral within 10 days after date of sale to the consumer.

... for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card

TECHNICAL DIGEST

in parallel from a current waveform standpoint.
Referring to the illustrations, when the base drive wave -

RETRACE

I-) RT. SIRE

BASE DRIVE -+

COLLECTOR

RETRACE INTERVAL

SATURATION

CUT-OfF

CLAMPED IT DAMPER

C" TRANSISTOR CURRENT

DAMPER CURRENT

LIFT SIRE

No YOKE CURRENT

CENTER OF RASTER

form swings positive (center of raster) the output transis-
tor is driven to complete saturation. This causes a voltage
collapse through the primary of T205, with a resulting cur-
rent increase through both the output transformer and yoke.
This increase in current deflects the beam from the cen-
ter of the screen to the right edge. At the end of the scan
(beginning of retrace interval) the base drive swings sharp -

Attracts hugs!
HI -Fl

HAM
STEREO

CB

AUDIO
HOBBY
and other
BUGS

A sure-fire
Deal BP -1 includes FREE
pegboard display panel.
Other starter deals also
available.

assortment.

MUELLER
CLIPS AND
INSULATORS in
blister packs for
quick selection

ASK NOW
ABOUT OUR
BLISTER PACK
STARTER DEALS

1575Y East 31st Street Cleveland, Ohio 44114
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ly negative. The undershoot appearing
at the beginning of the negative portion
of the square wave insures complete
cut-off of the output transistor. As the
transistor cuts off, the current pre-
viously developed collapses completely,
resulting in a high collector voltage
increase (1000v P -P). This high increase
in voltage decays rapidly (end of re-
trace interval) and would tend to swing
negative. However, at the beginning of
the negative swing, the damper diode
conducts, discharging the previously
developed positive voltage appearing
across the yoke and capacitor C220. The
rapid voltage discharge results in a
high increase of "negative" current
through the yoke (beginning of scan
at left edge). As the current decays
back to zero, the beam is deflected
to the center of the raster, where the
output transistor takes over again,
completing the cycle. Capacitor C222,
in series with the yoke, maintains
horizontal linearity.

The positive pulses developed at the
output transistor are stepped up by the
tertiary winding of T205. The pulses
are rectified by diode CR205 to provide
the required 20kv second anode voltage
for the picture tube. The bottom of the
tertiary winding is returned to the
junction of resistors R813 and R236 in
the horizontal driver base circuit. In
the event of picture tube arc -over, a
negative pulse would appear at the
base of the driver, cutting it and the
output transistor off during the time
duration of the arc. This circuit pro-
tects the output transistor from tran-
sient pulses coupled through the sweep
transformer during the arc.

The horizontal output transformer
also contains windings to deliver nega-
tive going pulses to the AGC and hori-
zontal AFC circuits. The winding ter-
minating at the brown wire delivers
6.3v to the picture tube filament.

Horizontal retrace blanking for the
picture tube is achieved by coupling
a negative going sweep pulse (the
same one used by the AFC circuit
through R233 and a neon bulb (PL201)
to the grid of the CRT.

Diode CR204 (at the collector of
Q203) rectifies the horizontal output
collector pulses to provide the re-
quired de voltages for the screen and
focus elements of the picture tube.
Filtering, after rectification, is pro-
vided by capacitor C218.

Comments from our readers are
always welcome.

Address your letter to:
The Editors
Electronic Technician
Harbrace Building
Duluth, Minn 55802

When you charge your customer
$137.00*for a

replacement color picture tube,
you'll want to be certain
it was his tube
that was defective...
not your tester!
You can be sure, if you use RCA's really reliable, all solid-state
WT -509A to test for emission quality, interelectrode leakage,
shorted elements ...(WT -509A even includes an "activate" func-
tion to boost the performance of some low -emission tubes.)

Along with the WT -509A, you get five test sockets, one of them
a "universal" test adaptor- unique from RCA-that can be used
with any type of tube or socket arrangement.

Useful extra's: big, readable meter and a sturdy luggage -type
carrying case with a handy storage compartment.

Add this fact the suggested retail price is only S118.00"
See WT -509A at your Authorized RCA Test Equipment

Distributor, or write RCA Commercial Engineering, Department
25X/A-205, 415 South Fifth Street, Harrison, New Jersey 07029.

RCA 'optional List Price for RCA H-25XP22
"Optional Distributor Resale Price

. . for more details circle 131 on Reeder Service Card
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COLORFAX
The material used in this section is selected from information
supplied through the cooperation of the respective manufac-
turers' or their agencies.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis H-1-Intermittent Hum Bar

An intermittent hum bar in the 10 in. H-1 Color chassis
receivers may be caused by a poor connection at the black
ground lead from the vertical output transformer.

On some sets, this lead is grounded at the same terminal
board as the AC line choke. Poor contact with chassis ground
because of a loose or stripped screw can cause AC to modulate
the vertical sweep, producing intermittent hum in the picture.

Move and solder this black ground lead to the lance located
on the top right side of the high voltage transformer cage.
The black lead from the convergence assembly is also con-
nected to this point. Check the terminal board screw for
tightness. If stripped, replace with a larger diameter screw
or solder the lug and screw to the high voltage cage. Be care-
ful not to change the lead dress or damage any wire insula-
tion in this area while soldering.

Etched Surface On Picture Tube Face -Plates
Some television picture tubes, both color and monochrome,

have etched face -plates to minimize glare and reflections.
The etching process produces random microscopic depres-

sions in the face -plate surface. If any foreign adhesive ma-
terial becomes embedded in the depressions of the etched
surface, it is virtually impossible to remove. This will cause
light refractions which will be noticed principally on color
programs. It is very important, therefore, that the follow-
ing cautions be observed.

Caution: Never stick tags, banners or labels to an etched
face -plate with tape, glue or other means. In addition, never
write or mark on the etched surface with any writing de-
vices. These include wax crayons, felt -tipped marking pens
and the common graphite pencils.

Returning Tuners for Repairs

We wish to stress the importance of proper handling of
VHF tuners (and UHF Tuners) which you return for repairs.
Improper or careless handling and packing of tuners means
additional work for the repair service plus the possible in-
troduction of extra defects, including intermittents. There-
fore, in the interest of improving the quality and prompt
return of tuners from the repair service, the following points
should always be observed: (1) Clip all wires at feed -through

capacitors. (Unsoldering frequently damages the feed -

through capacitor.) (2) Do not clip IF line cables. Unsolder
carefully to preserve the cable length and prevent damage
to tuner feed -through. (Unsolder at tuner end.)

Color TV Chassis KE -Obscure Problems
Problem: 1. Grayish hum bar floating vertically at low

brightness. Cure: Replace C201 and/or C202 (either may
be open). 2. No video, vertical retrace lines, no audio (short
surge of normal audio immediately after set is turned off).
Cure: Replace 0202 (shorted) 3. Horizontal bending or pulling,
black floating hum bar. Cure: Replace C152 ("B"section open).

continued on page 77

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
You bet-in, out, all around the
house and auto, Oaktron makes
a speaker to meet every need.
Oaktron speaks with authority
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because of improved construc-
tion, full fidelity tone, and a wide
selection of speakers and
baffles.

For your FREE catalog, write to: 0 INDUSTRIES. INC
1000 30th Street, Monroe, Wis. 53566

AKTRON

. . for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card

Melted solder
disappears up
hollow tip
into tube

The ENDECO Desoldering Iron
Removes Soldered Components
in seconds...without damage!
Endeco melts solder; removes last trace
by vacuum. Leaves terminals and
mounting holes clean. Resolders PC
boards better than regular iron. One -

hand operation. Temperature controlled
for continuous use. Standard tip furn-
ished, 5 other tip sizes. Pays for itself.
$20.65 net. Smaller size available. See
your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE
__,ENDECO DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATION
5149 E. 65th Indianapolis, Ind. 46220

. for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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You're making money in electronics now.

RCA offers 4 ways to make more.

Study at home ...set your own pace.
RCA Institutes has an easy approach
to bring you bigger earnings.

COLOR TV During this course you'll perform
over 50 experiments-and receive all parts and instruc-
tions to build your own color TV.

The cost of the Color TV Kit is included in the tuition-
in both the beginner's program and the advanced
course in color TV servicing.

Course is based on the latest receiver circuitry and
equipment.

FCC LICENSE TRAINING Get your
license oryour money back! We're that sure you'll
succeed with RCA Institutes Home Study Training.
Course is all new-both in content and in the up-to-
date method of study.

Choose the course for the FCC License you want: third,
second or first phone. If you need basic training first,
apply for the complete License Training Program.

TRANSISTORS Transistor circuitry is what
the TV repairman must cope with in most receivers to-
day. This course gives you the necessary background.

You'll discover an easy way to an effective understand-
ing of semiconductor technology, including character-
istics of tunnel diodes, rectifiers and other solid state
devices. Transistorized TV Receiver Kits also available.

CATV TRAINING Technicians are in
short supply in CATV (Community Antenna Television
Systems).

That's because CATV is expanding, as people seek
better reception and more than local stations.

You'll receive two comprehensive lessons, covering the
practical phases of CATV systems in either the Tele-
vision Servicing or Communications courses.

WHEN YOU STUDY THROUGH RCA INSTITUTES
HOME TRAINING, YOU CAN PAY FOR LESSONS AS
YOU ORDER THEM, OR TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EASY
MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN. LICENSED BY NEW YORK
STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT. APPROVED FOR
VETERANS. ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME
STUDY COUNCIL.

"Mail the coupon now for complete information"

RCA L

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept. 225-001-0
320 West 31st Street, N.Y. 10001
Please rush me FREE illustrated catalog. I understand
that I am under no obligation, and that no salesman
will call.

Name Age
(please print)

Address

_

State_ ZIP

. . for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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WINEGARD ANNOUNCES
THE EASIEST TO INSTALL

HOME TV OUTLET SYSTEM EVER!
AND THE EASIEST TO SELL!

It's the easy to install part that helps make our Home
TV Outlet System easy to sell. If you have your own
installation men, it's easy for them to install. And it's
almost as easy to install for do-it-yourselfers. You
see, when we say we thought of everything, we
mean everything-including a fully illus-
trated installation booklet that shows,
step-by-step, how to install a Winegard

Home TV Outlet System-
easily ! We've even thought of
packaging that makes our

System easier to sell. Great -looking, colorful,
easy -to -carry -home packaging that contains
everything! There's another
Under $100. Which is way
systems haven't thought of
that can be flush mounted,
outlet boxes, which we also
lengths of low loss coaxial cable,
cable clips . . . four outlet to TV set cords with VHF -UHF band separators . . . our finest
quality 82 -channel, solid state booster -coupler with both 75 and 300 ohm inputs . . . and

booklet. Easy to
$100, easy to buy.

two or more TV
Home TV Outlet

it does. And to

reason why our System is easy to sell. The price.
under any other system around. And the other
everything. Like four TV/FM ivory wall outlets

or surface mounted with the four low profile ivory
happen to supply . . . two 35 -foot and two 25 -foot
with connectors already attached . . . 12 adhesive

the illustrated installation',
install. And, at less than
No wonder everybody with
sets will want a Winegard

System when they find out what
make sure they find out, our System, the H SO -782, will

be nationally advertised. Any more questions? Call your Winegard
distributor, or write for Fact -Finder #289.
©Copyright 1970, Winegard Co.

Winegard
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Winegard Company  3019-9 Kirkwood Street  Burlington, Iowa 52601
. . . for more details circle 137 on Reader Service Card
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TEKLAB REPORT

Zenith's 12Al2C52
Color TV Chassis
Although the IC color demodulator module is
new, the interconnection system and legend
simplify the servicing of the most critical circuit
in the color set

Each year as the new tele-
vision sets appear, they reveal
a number of solid-state circuit
advancements. Many are go-
ing from the hybrid toward all
solid-state chassis with addi-
tional transistors and integrat-
ed circuits. Integrated circuits
are creating a color picture and
perform the most critical and
complex job in the entire set.
We also find tuning of the set
simplified, the picture tube hay -

Zenith's Model A6533-2
color television set employing the
1 2 A1 2 C5 2 chassis.

ing more brightness and con-
trast than previous tubes.

Recently we received the Ze-
nith Model A6533-2 employing
the 12Al2C52 chassis, which
in many respects, is similar to
the previous year, with a num-
ber of improved circuits which
we will review.

Starting at the front control
panel, the Ultramatic tuning
system lets the viewers auto-
matically select as many as 18
pretuned (12 VHF and six UHF)
channels with just the touch
of a finger at the set or on a re-
mote hand control.

You may ask why the two
color controls-the color com-
mander and chroma level-with-
out a contrast control. The col-
or commander control permits
color level tracking with con-
trast in a single control simpli-
fying adjustment. Normally,
if it is desired to lower the con-
trast for a particular program
transmission, the color level
must also be lowered for prop-
er "tracking" between the B/W
and color information. The "col-
or commander" is essentially
a contrast control and is ganged
with a color level control on this
chassis. Both contrast and col-
or level are adjusted simulta-
neously. On monochrome trans-
missions the control is used for
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9714

L 70 2

I I 6

SEE

Fig. 1-Wiring diagram of the 2nd color amplifier and demodulator module assembly.

The small Dura-Module contains the circuitry
of the 2nd color amplifier and integrated

circuit demodulator. The module is plugged
into the circuitry of the chassis.
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contrast settings. A separate
color level control is in series
with the color commander con-
trol and permits adjustment
for optimum tracking between
contrast and color level when
using the color commander con-
trol.

Another feature found on
the front of the set is the loca-
tion of the convergence panel.
The speaker is pulled forward
by removing two screws, ex-
posing the convergence pan-
el which can be adjusted from
the front of the set.

The basic physical chassis
arrangement is similar to the
previous chassis with the excep-
tion of an integral brace through
the center of the chassis in-
creasing its ability to withstand
rough handling. Another ad-
dition is a positive temperature
coefficient thermistor employed
in the automatic degaussing
circuit.

DURA-MODULE
An interesting new plug-in

module was noted on the top
of the chassis. The module mea-
sures 2.4 x 3.5in. with parallel
rows of conductive segments
and spaced holes extending
through these segments. The mod-
ule circuitry is shown within
the heavy dark lines in Fig.
1. Points of connection to the
module such as U6, T5, A5 cor-
respond to the letters and num-
bers used in the schematic of
the chassis. This identification
process enables quick locations
from the schematic to the phys-
ical contact point on the mod-
ule.

If it is desired to locate ter-
minal point A5 for a measure-
ment of the color signal at the
base of Q701. Viewing Fig. 1, it
will be noted that this point is
at the intersection of the ver-
tical row "A" and horizontal row
number "5" (5th horizontal row
across). This identification pro-
cess enables quick locations from
the schematic to the physical con-
tact point on the module and vice
versa.

The conductor pattern leg-
end is a bright contrasting col -

1

. . .

Color commander control

AFC switch

Convergenve panel

Chrome level control

Front control panel w th speaker removed exposing
ccnvergence oanel making adjustments easy from the front of the set.

IF sub -chassis

..Cr 

AFC chassis

AGC delar control

Dura-module

Transistor video output ampl tiers

Top view showing chassis layout. Dora -Module, Solid -State
IF sub -chassis. AFC chassis and other important components.
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or on the top or component side
of the module.

Plug-in hardware was spe-
cifically designed to connect
the module into the circuitry
of the TV chassis, and the stag-
gered contact positions on the
module prevent it from being
plugged in backward. This mod-
ule contains the circuitry of the
2nd color amplifier and Integrat-
ed Circuit (IC) Demodulator.

RGB SYSTEM
An interesting feature of this

chassis is contained in the cir-
cuitry involving color and Y
signal matrixing. The mono-
chrome video (Y) signal is ma-
trixed with the (R -Y), (G -Y) and
(B -Y) color difference signals
prior to coupling to the CRT.
The signal voltage coupled to
the picture tube, which presents
R, G and B color, eliminates ma-
trixing in the picture tube. This
circuit design is called the RGB
system.

In the RGB system, the R,
G and B signal voltages are cou-
pled to the R, G and B cathodes
of the picture tube respective-
ly. The control grids of the pic-
ture tube are at fixed de poten-
tials.

The (Y) signal is matrixed
with the color difference sig-
nals of (R -Y), (G -Y) in the col-
or amplifier stages.

In the color difference sys-
tem the Y signal voltage is cou-
pled to the three cathodes of
the picture tube and (R -Y),
(G -Y) and (B -Y) signal voltages
are coupled to the Red, Green
and Blue control grids respec-
tively.

The (Y) signal is matrixed
with the color difference sig-
nals of (R -Y), (G -Y) and (B -Y)
in the picture tube. The matrix-
ing principle of both systems is
shown in Fig. 2.

A notably sharper color pic-
ture with better color fidelity
than in the previous chassis was
produced, employing the RGB
color signal circuitry.

From the service standpoint,
lower color drive to the CRT,
fewer components and the use
of transistors should make the

G&W_
VIDEO

MAT RIDING

CHANNEL

G -Y/

DIFFERENCE

FixED DC VOLTAGE

RGB SYSTEM

>6-Vt.Y.6
G-Y+Y=G

Fig. 2-D agram showing the matrixing principle of the color difference system and the
RGB system.
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CP:(0 204
121- 746
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250V
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TO VERT CIRCUIT

-

TO INTERLOCK
ON MODULE

' FROM
DEMODULATOR
OUTPUT

; CRT

Fig. 3-Diagram of the video output amplifiers consisting of three transistors which
perform the function of amplifying both monochrome video (Y) signal and color signals
as well as matrixing.

chassis more dependable and
simplify servicing.

VIDEO OUTPUT AMPLIFIERS
The video output amplifiers

employed in this chassis con-
sist of three transistors, Q205,
Q206 and Q207 which perform
the function of amplifying both
the monochrome video (Y) sig-
nal and color signals, as well
as matrixing as shown in the dia-
gram Fig. 3.

Three demodulator output
signals consisting of - (R -Y),
- (B -Y) and - (G -Y) are coupled
respectively to the base of Q205,
Q206 and Q207. Since the mono-

chrome signal is also coupled
to all three amplifiers, matrix-
ing is accomplished in these stag-
es producing R (red), G (green)
and B (blue) signal voltages
in the amplifiers outputs.

The design and function of all
three amplifiers are identical.

NOISE GATING -SYNC
The circuitry for noise gat-

ing and sync separation has been
slightly modified. The relative
efficiency of the noise gating
circuitry is somewhat depen-
dent upon the amplitude of the
noise pulses on video and tol-
erances in the circuit employed.
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Fig. 4-Schematic of the sync, sound and AGC amplifier circuits.

In previous chassis, sufficient
amplitude for effective noise
gating was accomplished by
employing the cathode follow-
er stage in the video (Y) ampli-
fier system as an amplifier. A
slight amplification of the video
signal (and any associated noise
pulses) could be obtained at the
plate of the cathode follower
and was therefore utilized for
this purpose.

In this chassis, the 1st video
stage is transistorized (emit-
ter follower) performing a func-
tion comparable to the previ-
ously used cathode follower and
its "amplification" is insuffi-
cient to be employed in a simi-
lar manner. Thus, the circuit-
ry in the sync coupling networks
has been modified as shown in
Fig. 4.

A low amplitude negative -
going composite signal is cou-
pled from the base input of the
1st video stage to the control
grid of the sync-AGC tube. Any
noise pulses associated with
this signal will be sufficient for
adequate noise gating affect-
ing AGC action, but will be in-
sufficient for noise gating of
the sync separator. Therefore,
the composite signal used for
sync separation must be free
from noise pulses prior to cou-
pling to the grid (pin 7) of the
sync separator. This is accom-
plished in the following man-
ner.

As shown in Fig. 4, the pos-
itive -going, composite signal
appearing at test point Al is
coupled through a 6.8K resis-
tor to capacitor C237. The ca-
pacitor charges to the most pos-
itive portion of the signal (sync
tips) through diode CR201. The
result is a "clamped" signal with
sync tips clamped at zero po-
tential. A "load" is presented
to the capacitor by the 1M re-
sistor, and R247 (VDR) bypass-
ed by capacitor C244. A "load"
is necessary to prevent C237
from charging to the tips of noise
pulses which are higher in am-
plitude than the sync tips. Noise
pulses, of course, will occur at
random and may be present
during the sync or video inter-
val. Should C237 be charged
to the tips of noise pulses, this
"excess" charge will quickly
dissipate through the load and
the desired clamping level will
be maintained.

The VDR presents a variable
load for the circuit. Should noise
pulse amplitude increase caus-
ing a larger charge on C237,
the VDR resistance will decrease
(larger load) presenting a short-
er time constant for the discharge
of C237.

The composite signal, essen-
tially free from noise pulses in
excess of sync tip level, is then
coupled through an 180pf ca-
pacitor to the grid (pin 7) of the
sync separator tube. It should

be stated that a de coupled os-
cilloscope would be advanta-
geous in servicing this circuit.
Proper circuit action could be

checked by observing the wave-
form at the high side of CR201
(junction of 1M and 10K resis-
tors) and noting if sync tips are
at or very near the baseline (ze-
ro potential) on the oscilloscope.
If not, the diode may be open.
If syncs are badly crushed or
if video is not present, the diode
may be shorted or the .010 ca-
pacitor may be shorted. An open
.014 capacitor (C244) may cause
sync jitter under noisy signal
conditions.

CHROMACOLOR PICTURE
TUBE

A new patented color tele-
vision picture tube is featured
in 33 different cabinet models
in the company's 1970 line of
46 basic color models.

According to the manufac-
turer, the picture tube has a
new patented "Iris" aperture
mask, a light -absorbing black
framing 1,350,000 picture pro-
ducing phosphor dots, a brighter
rare-earth red phosphor and high
transmission glass.

The 450,000 small holes in
the mask are engineered to be
smaller during screen process-
ing and larger in the complet-
ed tube.

The smaller openings in the
mask are used to put both a con-
trast area for the jet-black, light -
absorbing material and the phos-
phor dots on the screen. For
color TV operation, the aper-
tures are opened to allow elec-
tron beams larger than the phos-
phor dots to totally excite all
of the screen's phosphors.

The area between the small-
er, screened phosphor dots of
the new tube is filled with black -
surroundings which absorb room
light to improve picture con-
trast and permit use of a high-
er transmission glass in the CRT
face.

The picture viewed on the
set for this report has improved
brightness and shows a very
considerable amount of increase
in contrast and sharper detail. 
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ROTATOR

Rotator
Maintenance

Part Two

Part one of this series
(ETD -November 1969)
introduced rotator sys-
tems, installation and
operation. This arti-
cle concludes the se-
ries and describes in-
dividual circuits with
practical troubleshoot-
ing and field mainte-
nance procedures

ALLIANCE MODEL C-225
 The Alliance service manu-
al indicates two procedures which
should be followed before a sys-
tem is installed. These are the
power -off and power -on checks.

The power -off checks are as
follows' Fig. 1 -Schematic diagram of the Alliance C-225 rotator system.

1. Be sure the file conductor Fig. 2-An exploded view of the C-225 rotator drive assembly.cable is connected to the prop-
er terminals. Refer to the sche-
matic diagram, Fig. 1.

2. The hollow shaft assembly
must have "play." Refer to item
27, Fig. 2.

3. As viewed from the rear,
switch contacts S1-1 and S1-4
of the switch assembly should
be closed. Refer to item 116 in
Fig. 3. Primary input contacts
S1-2 and S1-3 of the switch as-
sembly should be open and have
approximately 1/16in. clearance.

The power -on checks are as
follows:

1. Check for proper line volt-
age (approximately 117vac).

2. Turn the knob (item 137 in
Fig. 3) to the extreme clockwise
stop. The rotator must turn to

BL RN
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t100---------------

5 CONDUCTOR CABLE
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the extreme CW stop and the
indicator light must go out when
the rotator reaches the stop.

3. Turn the knob to the extreme
counter -clockwise stop. The ro-
tator must turn to the extreme
CCW stop and the indicator light
must go out when the rotator
reaches the stop.

4. Switch assembly contacts
S1-2 and S1-3 should make con-
tact. S1-1 and S1-4 should be op-
en while the knob is being turned.
Note: If the light comes on bright
but the rotator does not turn when
the knob is released or if the unit
is intermittent, check the fric-
tion spring. See Fig. 4. Tight-
en one notch at a time. Early mod-
els had one spring while later
models have two. Check these
springs in case of difficulty.

One way to check a defective
rotator system from the ground
is by taking appropriate resis-
tance measurements. The fol-
lowing measurements on the
C-225 should be obtained using
a VTVM. Readings will vary de-
pending on the control cable lead
length and accuracy of the me-
ter. However, the readings should
indicate if the problem is in the
rotor or cable even though they
are not 100 percent accurate.
The readings are taken with the
control cable disconnected.
Lead #1 to lead # 2- -2.511 plus
lead resistance
Lead #1 to lead #3 - - 2.511 plus
lead resistance
Lead #1 to lead #4 - - infinity
Lead #1 to lead #5 - - infinity
Lead #2 to lead #3 - -511 plus
lead resistance
Lead #2 to lead #4 - - infinity
Lead #2 to lead #5 - - infinity
Lead #3 to lead #4 - - infinity
Lead #3 to lead #5 - - infinity
Lead #4 to lead #5 - -2 to 5110
plus lead resistance depending
on the position of the contact on
the potentiometer, meter accu-
racy and lead length. Note: The
resistance of each lead of a #20
five conductor cable is approx-
imately 111 per 100ft.

Example: When checking a
rotor installed with 75ft. of #20
wire, you should obtain the fol-
lowing readings:

Lead # 1 to Lead # 2 - - Ap-

Symptom

Rotator fails to operate when
knob is turned to desired direc-
tion

Rotator turns before control knob
is released.

Rotator turns but indicator light
does not come "on."

Rotator turns to one position
and stays there

Rotator operates slowly or slug-
gishly

Rotator oscillates back and
forth. Light blinks

Cause

If indicator bulb does not light:
Check 117v source.
Tighten friction spring. (See

note under "Power -on Checks")
Unit may be overheated causing

the thermostat to open. Wait 10
to 15 minutes for unit to cool
and the thermostat to close.

if indicator light is dim:
Check gear train for improper

meshing or slippage.
Replace motor capacitor (Item

No.131)
Check hookup of five conductor

cable.
Check five conductor cable with

an ohmmeter for shorted or
open leads.

If indicator light is bright:
Check low voltage contacts. (Ad-

just and tighten friction spring.
Fig.4)

Check for open white or red lead
to switch assembly.

Check five conductor lead and
hookup.

Replace circuit board.
If indicator light is very bright or

burns out:
Check black lead to board.
Check 24v winding of transformer

(Item No. 121). Replace if de-
fective.

Check switch.
Tighten friction spring (See

Fig. 4).
Check bulb. Replace with #47

if defective.
Check for open blue lead from

transformer.
Check hookup of five conductor

cable.
Check for shorted or "open"

#4 and #5 lead in five conduc-
tor cable.

Check for open or dirty potentio-
meter (Item No. 40) in rotator.

Check for open or dirty potent-
iometer (Item No. 107) in ro-
tator.

Replace circuit board.
Check size and length of five

conductor cable. (See Fig. 5)
Change capacitor (Item No. 131).
Clean potentiometer. Replace

if necessary.
Check for shorted contacts on

switch assembly (Item No. 116).
Replace circuit board.
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Fig. 3-An exploded view of the C-225 control console.

FRICTION
SPRING

Fig. 4-Friction spring adjustment on Al-
liance Model C-225.

proximately 2.511 plus 1.511 (2
leads @ .7511 each) 411

Lead #1 to Lead # 3- - Ap-
proximately 2.511 plus 1.511 (2
leads @.7511 each) 411

Lead # 2 to Lead # 3- -Ap-
proximately 511 plus 1.511 (2 leads

.751/ each) 6.511.
Note: Alliance recommends

that circuit board assembly ser-

AWG STRANDING 504. 100ft. 150ft. 200ft. 250ft. 300ft. 350ft. 400ft.

22 7 x 30

20 7 x 28

20 DOUBLED 7 x 28

20 10 x 30

20 DOUBLED 10 x 30

18 16 x 30

18 DOUBLED 16 x 30

Fig. 5-Wire chart for various cable runs.

vice should not be attempted.
Defective boards should be dis-
connected at pin connectors and
replaced as assemblies.

CHANNEL MASTER
ROTATORS

The schematic diagram of Fig.
6 shows the circuit for the Chan-
nel Master automatic units. These

systems are normally synchron-
ized when shipped. However,
if field synchronization is nec-
essary, it can be accomplished
as follows: On the Model 9502,
9512 and 9516A, rotate the knob
on the control console clockwise
to "N." When the disc stops, ro-
tate the knob counter -clockwise
to "N." When the disc stops, the
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VOLTAGES SHOWN UNDER LOAD
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CONTROL DRIVE

Fig. 6-Schematic diagram of Channel Master automatic units.

Fig. 7-Place control on non -slip surface. Turn Fig. 8-With thumb, push knob toward another
knob until any snap leg is in position shown. Leg snap leg, slip screwdriver under knob close to leg
of snap shows as a dark, clear spot in the brown and pry up lightly. With two snap legs loose, knob
part of upper knob. There are 3 legs. Arrow points will easily come off.
to one. Push hard against side of knob toward
arrow, place flat screwdriver under edge close to
leg and lift up about 1/2 in. Release hand pressure,
move hand around, placing thumb under knob to
hold knob up, remove screwdriver. Fig. 9-Wiring diagram for connecting two CM units to one manual drive system

using either a rotary or toggle switch arrangement.
units are synchronized. The pro-
cedure for synchronizing Mod-
el 9505 and 9513 is the same ex-
cept that the control button must
be depressed and held until the
disc stops rotating.

If you have to service the Chan-
nel Master Model 9512 control
unit, the control knob must be
removed to gain access to com-
ponents. The diagrams in Fig.
7 and 8 show the proper proce-
dure for removing this knob.

There are times when a cus-
tomer might want to combine
two manual control units with
one manual control drive system.
The diagrams in Fig. 9 show the
wiring for such a system. Any
combination of the Channel Mas-
ter Models 9503, 9520 and 9522
will work as a pair if connected
as shown. The same diagrams
will work for the 220vac units,
but a 220vac system cannot be
paired with a 117vac system.

If the service technician finds
himself with a customer who wants
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For connecting two
manual control units models 9503, 9520
or 9522 with one manual rotator drive unit.

FOLLOW THIS WIRING DIAGRAM
TO CONNECT CONTROLS

FOR DUAL OPERATION

MANUAL DRIVE UN,

-

NO 2 MANUAL CONTROL

TERMINAL BOARD

4 CIRCUIT 2 POSITION ROTARY SWITCH
co.:6C3F STED

MALLORY 3242) OR EQUAL

'FRMINAI BOARD

NO 2 MANUAL CONTROL

TERMINAL BOARD

4 CIRCUIT 2 POSITION TOGGLE SWITCH
SUGGESTED

CUTLER HAMMER 7E641,5 OR EQUAL

TERMINAL BOARD )57



Alliance (one R.P.N1.)
U-98
K-22

Old Conti -<d

3 4

to convert an existing manual
rotator system to automatic,
the diagram in Fig. 10 shows how,
using the CM9526. The proce-
dure first requires identification
of the existing system. Then lo-
cate the #1 terminal on the ex-
isting control unit and trace it
to the proper terminal on the
CM9526. Disconnect the wire
from the #1 terminal and recon-
nect it to the proper terminal
on the CM9526. Follow the same
procedure for the rest of the leads.
As you can see, the numbers will
not always correspond between
units. Also, the automatic con-
trol only uses three leads so you
may have unused wires. Any
unused wires should be cut off
and taped. Once all the connec-
tions are made, the control unit
can be plugged into 117vac - not
before! To synchronize the sys-
tem, rotate the knob with the
red pointer clockwise. When
the followup pointer stops, ro-
tate the knob counter -clockwise.
When the followup pointer stops,
the drive is synchronized.

Channel Master
CM -9521

Alliance (one R.P.M.)
T-12

Scars & Roebuck
6781C

Montgomery Ward
8026
8028

Channel Master
CM -9522C
CM -9523C

Crown Controla
RC -6B
RC -11

Simpson Sears
821-54880

Montgomery Ward
3327
7009
8009

Crown Controls
RC -6A

RC- 7A

RC -12

Channel Master
9520

3 4
0 G

2 3 4SO G 2 3

Fig. 10-Conversion of one rpm manual systems to automatic systems using the CM
9526 control unit.

Fig. 11-Schematic diagram of the Cornell-Dubilier Model AR33 automatic rotator.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

A. General:
1. Check for loose, shorted

or broken wires.
2. Check for proper cable

connection sequence.
B. Inoperative Drive-Opera-

tive Control:
1. Open secondary winding

in transformer.
2. Defective cable.
3. Jammed or broken gear

train in drive.
4. Defective motor in drive.

C. Inoperative Control-Opera-
tive Drive:

1. Open secondary winding
in transformer.

2. Jammed or broken gear
train in control.

3. Defective motor in control.
D. Inoperative Control- Inoper-

tive Drive:
1. Open or shorted wire in

line cord.
2. Check switch for broken

clips or blades and for mis-
alignment.

3. Defective capacitor.
4. Open primary or both se-

condary windings in trans-
former.

E. Control and Drive Run in One
Direction Only:

1. Check switch for broken
clips or blades and for mis-
alignment.

F. Drive and Control Motors Do
Not Stop at Same Time:

1. Dirt or oil on surfaces of
brake washer in motor.

2. Motor shaft in either motor
is not free to raise and lo-
wer properly. Shaft should
move at least 1 /16in. when
moved by hand.

CDR ROTATORS
The CDR AR33 rotator shown

in the schematic diagram of Fig.
11 provides an end of rotation
adjustment plus a sensitivity
and adjustment. In this unit,
when the compass dial is set to
the end of rotation in a clockwise
direction, the "rotor" light should
go out. If not, slowly rotate the
end of rotation control until the
light does go out. Refer to Fig.
12. The sensitivity adjustment
should be re -set if the antenna

INC

SI NSIT IV ITV
ADJUSTMENT

- -

Fig. 12-End of rotation and sensitivity
adjustments are located on the bottom
of chassis.

oscillates. To do this, slowly turn
the sensitivity pot clockwise un-
til the "rotor" light stops blink-
ing.

The AR33 control console also
has five push buttons which can
be preset for reception on selected
channels. The push buttons are
adjusted by first removing the
escutcheon plate above the switch
button. Press one end of the es-
cutcheon plate toward the cen-

Fig. 13-Front panel view shows removal
of the escutcheon plate on the AR33 and
location of adjustment pot directly above
each selector switch.

ter and lift it out. See Fig. 13. An
adjustment pot is located behind
each switch as shown. Depress
the first button and turn the TV
set to receive the desired chan-
nel. Then slowly rotate the po-
tentiometer until a peak picture
is obtained. Turning the pot clock-
wise moves the rotator clockwise.
Repeat the procedure for the
other four buttons. The escut-
cheon plate should be marked
to indicate the channel for each
button. Replace the escutcheon
plate.

The CDR AR22 requires syn-
chronization if the indicator lights
stay on after pulsing has stopped.
To synchronize this unit, turn
the knob on the control unit to

the extreme counter -clockwise
position. If the lights stay on af-
ter pulsing has stopped, trip the
synchronization lever on the bot-
tom of the chassis until they go

41113E1Fil

F.g. 14-Control unit "trip" lever for
synchronization on Model AR1, AR22,
AFI22R and AR10 rotator systems.

out. See Fig. 14. Now turn the
knob to the extreme clockwise
position. Again, if the lights stay
on, trip the synchronization lever
until they go out.

Service problems in the AR33
will usually fall into two types:
rotation in one direction only
(either CW or CCW), and no ro-
tation with or without the indi-
cator light.

The probable causes for clock-
wise rotation only are: (1) frayed,
(shorting) leads between termin-
als one and two on the control
console and (2) defective relay
K-102 (Fig. 11).

Counter -clockwise rotation only
can be caused by (1) frayed
(shorting) leads between termin-
als two and three, (2) open po-
tentiometer R109 (see Fig. 11)
in rotator or open R106 in con-
trol unit, (3) broken lead on ter-
minal one or two, and (4) defec-
tive relay, K-101.

No rotation and no indicator
light can be caused by a defec-
tive transformer, T-101. Note:
T-101 has a thermo switch. Al-
low 10 minutes for the unit to
cool off and then re -check it. No
rotation and a normal rotator
light may be traced to (1) defec-
tive capacitor C-109, (2) broken
leads on terminals 3, 4 or 5, (3)
defective motor or gears in ro-
tator. The AR33 rotor can also
be checked from the ground by
taking resistance readings. Be
sure the control cable is first dis-
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connected from the control box.
The following readings should
be obtained:
Terminal #1 to #2 - -0 to 100051
(depending on rotator position)
Terminal #3 to #4 - -2.511 plus
cable resistance
Terminal #3 to #5 - - 2.50 plus
cable resistance
Terminal #4 to #5 - -5.on plus
cable resistance.

RCA ROTATORS
The antenna drive unit and

the control console are set by
the manufacturer to be in sync
when the system is shipped. Syn-
chronization means that the ro-
tator indicator or lights coincide
with the antenna direction. In
other words, if the rotator is fully
CCW, the light or pointer should
show this position and any posi-
tion between the end stops. In
the case of the RCA Model 10W707
shown schematically in Fig. 15,
synchronization is a matter of
first turning the control knob
to North and checking to see that
the drive shaft on the drive unit
is aligned with the "North" ar-
row on the drive unit housing.
Once this mechanical alignment
is made, the control unit can be
checked. Turn the control knob

LEFT END STOP
ADJUSTMENT

Control Unit Symbol
CR2

K1

R6

R9

R10

R11

R12

R13

T1

CI
120111

CCW CW
41-41

Del°
ININT

INDICATOR
LAMP

YE

LP'

DS2

LEFT
INDICATOR

LAMP

120^ CR1

Stock No. Description

Not Used
245364 Relay - Power Hold Coil resistance changed from 530

ohms to 325 ohms,
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used

502156 Resistor. 560 ohms.  10%. 1/2 w.
502112 Resistor, 120 ohms.  10%. 1/2 w.
245368 Transformer - Power. Center tap added to transformer

secondary winding (holding relay circuit).

3

10021

N.
1000"

SEE NOTE 3
6V TO eV,

R12Ff--3-0
won

le VAC

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
FOR UNITS WITH SERIAL

NUMBERS 86344 AND HIGHER

FIVE WIRE CABLE ELECTRICALLY
CONNECTS DRIVE UNIT TO CONTROL UNIT

-0.32 TO -0.1 V air
*SG v TO -0., V CCW

CONTROL UNITSEE NOTES 253

C3
10.1

57
22002.

VCW
-17 vCCW

cc. CV

Re R13
2200" 2011

CR3

25 V CW
VCCW

R3
100/L -

-2 SVCW
0.0 V CCW

02

SEE NOTE I

-2.3 V CW
00 VCCW

T1

.12

090" L

- IS OV Cr,
17 OV CCW

CR4-

-11.03,Ce
-9.0VCCW

323 11

RED

J

CEO

10vC 112VAC RED...

120 V
AC

NOTES 1 REFERENCE FOR ML VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS, ECCEPT AS NOTED 964307
2 VOLTAGE MEASURED ACROSS CS WITH EMITTER REFERENCE
3 VOLTAGE DEPENDS ON POSITION OF INIOGE POTENTIOMETERS

Fig. 15-Schematic diagram of the RCA Model 10W707 rotator system.

ADJUST FOR ALTERNATE BLINKING OF INDICATOR LAMPS

IP

3

J

RIGHT END STOP
ADJUSTMENT

HOLD KNOB
AGAINST END

STOP WHEN MAKING
ADJUSTMENT

Fig. 16-Location of the end stop adjustments.
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DRESS AC CORD AROUND MOUNTING SCRE. BLOCKS

Fig. 17-Internal view of 10W707 shows circuit board and ac power cord lead dress.

Fig. 18-Top view of circuit board showing components.

fully CW. The right-hand lamp
should go out when the drive shaft
reaches the end of its clockwise
travel. The same holds true for
the left-hand light when the ro-
tator drive shaft reaches the full
CCW position. If either light does
not go completely out, the end
stop control potentiometers can
be adjusted. This is done by hold-
ing the spring -loaded control
knob against the stop end and
slowly turning the appropriate
potentiometer until the two (left
and right) lights blink alternately.
See Fig. 16. Releasing the con-
trol knob should cause the light
to go out. Rotate the control knob
to the opposite stop end and check
to see if that light goes out as re-
quired. If not, hold the control
knob against the stop end and

K2 R6 DS2 R5 DS1 CR1 TI

R7 02 R8 R9 CR3 RIO
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adjust this potentiometer as be-
fore. Now rotate the control knob
back to the "North" position.
The rotator drive shaft should
stop within 20 degrees of "North."
If it doesn't, readjust the two
end stop potentiometers. If the
end stop controls do not provide
satisfactory operation, it may
be necessary to replace the po-
tentiometer in the drive unit.

If it is necessary to service the
RCA 10W707 control unit, the
cover can be removed by pull-
ing the control knob off the shaft
and removing the three screws
in the bottom of the unit. The
printed circuit board can then
be removed by taking out the
seven mounting screws. There
is one screw in each corner and
a fourth just below the control
knob shaft. The other three screws
are located at the three inside
corners of the transformer. These
screws also hold the transformer.
It is not necessary to remove the
fourth transformer screw on
the outside corner. When replac-
ing the circuit board, be sure to
dress the power cord between
the circuit board and the base
as shown in Fig. 17.

CONTROL KNOB TORQUE
ADJUSTMENT

The control knob will not op-
erate correctly unless the proper
amount of friction is maintained
between the control knob shaft
and the switch (S1) arm. This
friction is controlled by the ten-
sion of the switch arm spring.
Proper adjustment should al-
low the control knob to continue
turning with moderately applied
torque after firm switch contact
has been made. See Fig. 18.

Proper operation of the con-
trol switch, S1, requires a clear-
ance between adjacent contacts
of between .030 and 035in. This
spacing is adjusted by carefully
bending the contact brackets
with a pair of long -nose pliers.
Be sure to disconnect ac power
before making this adjustment.

Troubleshooting the 10W707
can be accomplished by refer-
ring to the schematic diagram
and the following chart. 

Symptom

Drive unit will not rotate 1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Drive unit will not rotate clock- 1.
wise 2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9
10.

Drive unit will not rotate counter- 1.
clockwise 2.

Drive unit stops rotating when
control knob is released (CW or
CCW)

Excessive relay chatter
No clockwise rotation

Rotates counter -clockwise only
if control knob is held CCW

Right indicator lamp remains lit
when drive unit is rotated fully
CW against stop

Left indicator remains lit as
above

Indicator lamps blink alternate-
ly when control knob is released

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

1.

2.

1.

Cause

Power cord disconnected
Rotator cable connected in-
correctly
Line 1,4 or 5 of cable open
Motor capacitor C1 open or
shorted
Relay contacts on K2 (motor
circuit contacts) open
Transformer T1 secondary
(in motor circuit) open or
shorted
Motor winding open or short-
ed
Contacts of control switch
S1 do not close properly
Control knob friction insuf-
ficient to activate S1
Line #3 of rotor cable open
Diode CR1 or CR2 open
Capacitor C2 or C3 shorted
Resistor R5, R7 or R9 open
Bridge potentiometer R1 ,R2,
R3 or R4 variable tap open
Bridge circuit between vari-
able taps of R1 and R3 or be-
tween R2 and R4 open
Transistor Q1 or Q2 open
Diode CR3 shorted
Relay coil K2 open
Leads of right indicator lamp
DS1 shorted
Line #2 of rotator cable open
Bridge circuit between vari-
able taps of R3 and R4 or
between R1 and R2 open
Transistor 01 or Q2 shorted
Leads of left indicator lamp
DS2 shorted
Relay coil K1 open
Relay contacts (K2 bridge
rectifier circuit) defective
Defective contacts on K1
Resistors R10 and R11 open
Capacitor C2 or C3 open
Bridge rectifier CR4 open or
shorted
Bridge rectifier CR4 open or
shorted
Transformer T1 secondary
winding (bridge circuit) open
or shorted
End stop trimmer pot R2 re-
quires adjustment. (Accessi-
ble through hole number two
in bottom of control unit)
End stop trimmer pot R3 re-
quires adjustment (Accessible
through hole number one)
Control switch S1 or holding
relay contacts (relay K1)
shorted
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TEST
INSTRUMENT
REVIEW
PART III
We wrap up part three and the conclu-

sion of this series with a handy reference

listing of test instrument manufacturers
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TUBE TESTERS
Mfg

Accurate

76.

Model

257

Type

Tube & CRT
Emission

Test Functions

Shorts, leakage, cathode
emission

Available Sockets

NIDvars, nuvistors, lOpins,
magnovals, compactrons,
decals

Allied

77.

KG- 600C Tube & CRT
Emission

Shorts, opens, emission
and gas

2,4,5.6 & 7 pin tubes;
octals. loctals; 7,9 &
1C pin miniatures; 9

magnovals: 9 pin
ncvar; 10 pin decals;
compactron and pilot
lamps

B&K

78.
707 Dynamic

Mutal
Conductance

Shorts, leakage, Gm
measurements, gas,
grid emission

All standard types plus
10 pin: compactrons and
nuvistors tubes

B&K

79.
465 CRT Tester Shorts, leakage, cathode

emission opens. Rejuven-
ation function.

Television picture tube
te;t cables

Conar 223UK

80.
Tube emis-
sion

Open element, filament
continuity, special tubes.
leakage, shorts, emission

Standard base types plus
octal, loctal, nuvistors,
no/ars. compactrons

EICO

81.
635 Tube emis-

sion
Shorts, grid leakage.
gas and cathode emis-
sion

Standard base types plus
novars, compactrons, nu-
vis:ors. battery types,
auto radio hybrids, de-
cals and magnovals

EICO

82.
633 CRT Tester Tests and rejuvenates most

picture tubes including
color

Television picture tube
test cables

Heath

83.
TT -1 A Mutual

Conductance
Indicates Gm to 24,000p
mhos, grid current, leak-
age. life

1 All standard base types
plus octal, novar, loc-
tal, 9 pin, 10 pin mini-
atuies, nuvistors. corn-
pactrons
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Type of Chart Additional Features

Will test black and white picture tubes as well as color tubes for
emission, leakage and shorts using special cable included with unit.

Price

$47.50

Illuminated built-in
roll chart, with
thumb wheel drive.

Separate tube chart

Separate setup chart

Built-in roll chart

Has filament voltage settings from 0.63 to 117v. Alsc line, load
voltage adjustments and individual tube settings.

Will test over 2200 tube types including regulators, hybrids, thyra-
trons and European types. Also features Jet -Check section for rapid
tests and provision for new socket if necessary for newer tube types.

$44.95 (Kit)

$199.95

Will test and rejuvenate old and new tubes including the "Low G2"
tubes requiring 50v or less of GZ potential and tubes operating at low
emission currents.

$99.95

Has transformer isolated test currents for safety, 12 -lever element
selector -distributing system and independent filament terminal selec-
tion to prevent obsolescence due to tube changes.

$49.95 (Kit)

Separate tube chart Has burn -out protected meter circuit and comes in scuff -proof luggage
type case.

Separate tube chart

$44.95 (Kit)

Employs high dc voltage for rejuvenation welding and short -clearing $69.95 (Kit)
process. Variable filament over 12 ranges from 1 to 12v.

Illuminated built-in
roll chart

Features constant current heater supplies plus a special discount
switch to remove all voltage from selector switches as protection
against damage during setup.

$160 (kit)

continued
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TUBE TESTERS continued

Mfg. Model Type Test Functions Available Sockets

Lectro-
tech

84.

CRT -100 CRT
Analyzer

Grid -cathode leakage,
heater-:athode leak-
age. emission of B/W
and color, shorts,
life test and rejuvena-
tion

Cables for B/W and color
picture tubes

Mercury 2000

85.
Mutual
Conductance

Dynamic mutual conduc-
tance (Gm), gas, grid
emission shorts and
leakage

All standard tube types
plus new decals, novars,
compactrons, magnovals,
also color and B/W with
optional cables

Mercury

86.
880 CRT

Analyzer
Beam current, tracking,
shorts aid leakage of B/W
and cola, picture tubes
plus rejuvenation

B/W and color picture tube
test cables

RCA WT- 509A I CRT Tester Tests coor and B/W for
emission, leakage and
shorts

B/W and color CRT test
cables

SECO

88.
HC -8 Horiz. Out-

put Tester
Checks cathode current of
horiz. outout tubes using
adapter cables

Adapter cables for most
horiz. tube types

SECO

89.
88A Emission

Tube & CRT
Makes up to 11 simul-
taneous rests for leak-
age, shorts, grid em-
ission, tube merit and
filament continuity

All standard base types
plus novars, compactrons,
decals and magnovals

Sencore

90.
MU150 Dynamic

Mutual
Conductance

Gm tester using 5000Hz
square wave, grid leak-
age, inteimittents,
cathode emission

Tests over 3000 domestic
and foreign types

Sencore

91.

CR143 CRT Tester Checks color tracking,
plus standard shorts
test, emission and life.
Also provides rejuvena-
tion

B/W and color CRT test
cables
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Type of Chart

o.0 
*  0 

Additional Features

91.

Features high energy rejuvenation circuit which applies momentary high
energy between grid and cathode. Removes shorts by high potential
burning of particles.

Separate chart

Price

$89.50

Features 13 -section, 3 -position master lever distribution system to $129.95prevent obsolescence from new base pin arrangements.

Separate chart Features adjustable G1 bias and G2 dc voltages plus direct reading
filament voltage. Tests each gun of color CRT.

Enclosed in case
cover

$79.95

Tests over 1000 tubes and includes five plug-in test sockets. Also
has input jack for high voltage measurements to 50,000v.

$118

Built-in labels Features in -circuit testing of horizontal tube current wh ch is moni-
tored on large meter for accurate adjustment. Especially usteul during
color TV setup.

$34.50

Built-in flip chart Features low test voltages to reduce shock hazard and five setup
controls for speed. New setup information free periodically to
equipment owners.

Built-in flip chart

Built-in flip chart

Flip chart in cover is plastic coated for durability. Controls ar3
designed for speed of operation.

Has rejuvenation circuit and provides automatic comparison of CRT
color guns.

$74.50

$229.50

5119.50

I 11('(I('
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94.

MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENTS
Mfg. Model Function Specifications Price

Conar

92.
311 Tests: resis-

tors, capaci-
tors; including
mica, cer, paper,
oil -filled &
electrolytic

Resistance Ranges: 500Q, 100-50K,10K-5M, 1.8-150M.
Capacity Ranges: 0.1-50mfd, .001-.5mfd, .0001-.005mfd, 18-
150mfd. Has floating chassis and provides actual rated
dc working voltages to capacitors. Operates from 110-
120vac, 60Hz. Optional test leads.

$29.95 (Kit)

EICO

93.
HVP-5 High Voltage

Test Probe
Gain: approximately 3000 at 1kHz; usable bandwidth: 50Hz
to 200kHz (extended to 200MHz with demodulator tip supplied);
Input impedance: 3500i2 using probe only, 3500012 using 20dB
attenuator probe tip, 350,00012 using 40dB attenuator tip.
Output is 0.3v P -P. Power supply is one "AA" battery. 0-30
dc kilovolt meter built-in.

$19.95 (Kit)

Heath

94.

Heath

95.

IB-28 Impedance
Bridge

[-Leader

96.

IM -58 Distortion
Meter

Four separate bridge circuits measure resistance, capacitance,
low and high O inductance. Meter reads 100-0-100pa. DC mea-
surements: built-in power supply. AC measurements: built-in
1000Hz generator with terminals on front panel for external
generator at other frequencies. Reads capacitance from 100pf
to 100pfd; inductance from 0.ImH to 100H Operates on 105-
120vac or 210-250vac, 50/60Hz.

Frequency: 20 to 20,000Hz in three ranges; reads distortion:
1,3,10,3C at 100% full scale; voltmeter: 1,3,10,30v full
scale. Input resistance: 300K. Minimum input voltage for
distortion measurements: 0.3v. Operates or 105-125vac or
210-250hac 50/60Hz

LPC- TV Field Level
924B Meter

Frequency range: VHF 12 channels and UHF. Input
signal level in VHF: 20 to 120dB. Input signal
level UHF: 30 to 100dB. Input impedance is 7512
VHF and 300i2UHF. Attenuation: 80dB total (2)
10dB anc (3) 20dB steps. Operates from eight l.5v
batteries. Comes with earphone, 300 to 751 2 match-
ing pad aid carrying case.

$89

665

$219.50

Sencore

97.
FS134 Field Strength

Meter
Tuning range: TV channels 2 to 13, UHF channels 14 to 83
plus FM Land 53 to 109MHz. Sensitivity:  3dB from 53 to
109MHz and 173 to 218MHz;  6dB from 465 to 895MHz. Input
impedancs 75 and 30012. Attenuators: OdB. 20dB and 40dB.
Eight C" are required for the 12v supply and one "C" cell
for bias. Optional accessory is a rechargeable battery
supply.

$229.95

Weston 166

98.
Instrument
Calibrator

Calibrates VOMs, portable instruments and panel meters for
all meter parameters including ac and dc current and re-
sistance. Output levels: voltages -1mV to 1111.110v, 1uV
to 1111.1- OmV; Currents -1µa to 11.11111Da; resis-
tance 1(2 1011.111110M. Output frequencies: 50,60,400
and 1000Hz ±1% plus any external frequency between 50 and
1000Hz. Unit performs fully within all rated specifications
from  5C to I -35C. Input power: 115 or 233vac, 50/60Hz,350w.

841.95
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97.

, e

*104 40 40.

TEST EQUIPMENT ROUNDUP ADDRESSES

Accurate Instr.
2435 White Plains Rd.
Bronx, N.Y. 10467

Allied Radio Corp.
100 N. Western Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60680

B & K DIV
Dynascan Corp.
1801 W. Belle Plaine
Chicago, III.

Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc.
9 Alling St.
Newark, N.J. 07102

Commander Corp.
133 N. Jefferson
Chicago, III. 60606

Components Spec., Inc.
101 Buffalo Ave.
Freeport, N.Y. 11520

Conar Div. of
Nat'l Radio Institute

13939 Wisconsin Ave.
1Washington, D. C. 20016

Cornell-Dubilier Electronics
50 Paris St.
Newark, N.J.

Dynasciences Corp.
9601 Canoga Blvd.
Chatsworth, Calif. 91311

EICO
283 Malta St
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

Electronic Measurements
625 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10012

General Instruments
65 Gouverneur St.
Newark, N.J. 07104

Gerber Scientific Instr. Co.
PO Box 305
Hartford, Conn. 06101

Heath Co
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022

Hickok Electrical Inst.
10514 Dupont Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44108

Ideal Precision Meter Co.
214 Franklin St.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Instruments Div.
Solitron Devices, Inc.

256 Oaktree Rd.
Tappan, N.Y. 10983

J -B -T Instruments, Inc.
424 Chapel St.
PO Box 1818
New Haven, Conn. 06508

Jerrold Electronics Corp.
401 Walnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

Karg Laboratories, Inc.
162 Ely Ave.
South Norwalk, Conn. 06854

Lampkin Laboratories, Inc.
Bradenton, Fla. 33505

Leader Instr. Corp.
24-20 Jackson Ave.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

Lectrotech, Inc.
1221 W. Devon Ave.
Chicagc, III. 60626

Mercury Electronics
3155 Roslyn Rd.
Mineola, N.Y. 11501

Phillips Elec. Instr.
750 S. Fulton Ave.
Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550

Precise Electronics & Development
76 E. 2nd St.
Mineola, N.Y.

RCA/Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029

Sanwa Corp. of America
2500 Woodbridge Ave.
Edison, N.J. 08817

Sencore, Inc.
426 So. Westgate Dr.
Addison, III. 60101

Simpson Electric Co.
5200 W. Kinzie St.
Chicago, III. 60644

Sprague Products Co.
North Adams, Mass. 01247

Sylvania
Batavia, N.Y.

Systomation, Inc.
140 Erie Blvd.
Schenectady, N.Y. 12305

Tektronic, Inc.
PO Box 500
Beaverton, Ore. 97005

Triplett
Bluffington, Ohio 45817

Video Instr. Corp.
116 Toledo St.
Bloomingdale, N.Y. 11735

Waterman Instrument Corp.
400 S. Warminster Rd.
Hatboro, Pa. 19040

Western Instr. Div. of
Western Instr., Inc.

17 Hartwell Ave.
Lexington, Mass. 02173

Weston Electrical Instr. Co.
614 Frelinghuysen Ave.
Newark, N.J .

Workman Electronic Products, Inc.
Box 3828
Sarasota, Fla. 33578

I
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ADDITIONAL TEST INSTRUMENTS
99. Lectrotech Model V5 Vec-
torscope indicator is designed
to operate with any standard
color bar generator for trouble-
shooting and alignment of col-
or receivers. It provides an ac-
curate measurement of color
demodulation for checking R -
Y, B -Y and color bars for col-
or phase angles and amplitude.
The instrument can also be used
for color amplifier gain tests,
to adjust color sync and for prop-
er hue control centering. The
unit weighs 5 lb and comes com-
plete with all leads and servic-
ing guide. $79.50.

100. The Lectrotech Model
V6 -B is an all solid state, ac op-
erated generator. It provides
a crystal -controlled keyed rain-
bow color display, crosshatch,
dots, vertical lines only, hor-
izontal lines only, gun killers,
an adjustable horizontal line
width voltage regulated tim-
ing circuits and rapid calibra-
tion. The unit also features an
adjustable dot size, RF output
of more than 10,000mV, oper-
ation on channels 3,4 or 5, and
color level control for color sync
servicing. All cables are per-
manently attached and housed
in the test lead compartment
of this caddy size unit. Price
$99.50.

101. The Triplett Model 310
FET Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter
features single selector switch
operation, 20,00011 per volt de
sensitivity, shirt pocket size,
provision for ac clamp -on am-
meter, shielding for operation
in magnetic fields and unbreak-
able meter window. Specifica-
tions: dc and ac volts at 0 to 3,
12, 60, 300 and 1200 (20,000 ohms
per volt on de and 5000 ohms
per volt on ac). Ohms ranges:
0-20K, 200K, 2M and 20M. Cur-
rent ranges: dc; 0 to 600µA at
250mV, 0 to 6, 60, 600mA at 250mV.
The unit comes complete with
leads, battery and manual. $37.50.
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Two -Way Radio on the Go
Don't be reluctant to service transistorized

two-way equipment. Part three of this series provides some
practical hints to make the transition easier

 The two-way radio service tech-
nician will not become obsolete
just because of the trend toward
modular construction of equip-
ment. It will still be necessary
to know which module to replace,
whether it is a plug-in type or
soldered into the assembly. And
someone will have to know how
to repair the modules even if
they can be sent back to the
factory for replacement or re-
pair because of the time factor.

Some technicians, however,
have become obsolete because
of their lack of knowledge of
transistor circuitry. Most have
mastered tube circuits but some
are reluctant to tackle solid-state
equipment, at least with confi-
dence.

TRANSISTOR TESTING
Actually, transistor circuits

are no more complex than tube
circuits. Often they are simpler.
And, there are no high voltage
problems.

Since most transistors are sol-
dered in place, they cannot be
readily removed like tubes for
testing. Therefore, they usually
have to be checked without remov-
al from the equipment. And that's
not too difficult as you will see.

Perhaps the easiest way is
to use an in -circuit transistor
tester with the equipment turned
off. Simply connect the tester's
leads to the transistor leads
and adjust the tester.

But, there's another way.
Almost every transistor has
a resistor connected in series
with its emitter. When emitter -

collector current flows through
the transistor there is a volt-
age drop across the resistor.
Simply turn the equipment on
and measure the voltage with

a VOM, preferably one with
a high input impedance. Then
use a clip lead to short the tran-
sistor base to its collector and
watch the meter. If the tran-
sistor is operating normally,
the meter reading should "drop"
since forward bias has been re-
duced to zero. (See Fig. 1.)

SHORT --
HERE

_

Fig. 1 --Connect a high impedance VOM
across emitter resistor and short base
to collector. Meter reading will decrease
on normal transistor.

If there is no emitter resis-
tor, connect the VOM across
the collector and emitter of the
transistor. Voltage will be indi-
cated unless the transistor is
shorted or forward -biased to
saturation. If voltage is present,
short the base to the emitter
with a clip lead. The meter read-
ing should "rise" since the forward
bias is reduced to zero and the
collector -emitter path is almost
an open circuit. (See Fig. 2.)

It doesn't matter whether
it's an RF, IF, AF, mixer, oscil-
lator or squelch stage, nor does
it matter if the load is a resis-
tor or an inductance.

SHORT- --4.
HERE

-J

Fig. 2 --Connect VOM between emitter
aid collector if circuit has no emitter
resistor. Meter will indicate voltage un-
less transistor is shorted or biased to
saturation.

TUBE TESTING
You can do the same thing

with tubes. Measure the volt-
age drop across the cathode
resistor (if there is one) and short
the control grid to the cathode
momentarily with a test lead.
The meter should "rise" since
cathode current is higher because
the reverse bias has been re-
moved. (Fig.3.)

Or, measure the de voltage

Fig. 3 --An in -circuit test of tube operation
is made similar to transistor test by mea-
suring across cathode resistor and mo-
mentarily shorting grid to cathode.
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between plate and cathode and
again short the control grid to
the cathode momentarily. The
voltage should "drop" since plate
current should have increased.
(Fig.4.)

Fig. 4 --An optional test of tube perform-
ance is made by measuring the voltage
drop between cathode and plate while
momentarily shorting grid to cathode.

Of course, it is easier to test
or substitute the tube. But, the
above test is also a check of the
circuit.

While we're talking about
tubes, here's another tip. Don't
fully rely on your tube tester,
even if it is of the transconduc-
tance type, and much less if it
is of the emission type. Even
the best of tube testers will
often fail to reveal an ailment
known as "grid emission." Some
general purpose tube testers
check for this malady. Other-
wise, you should use a special
grid circuit tester.

A tube can check normal but
can cause subtle, hard -to -de-
tect troubles. If its control grid
is contaminated, it may act like
a cathode after it gets hot because
of its proximity to the cathode.
Then, if its grid circuit resis-
tance is high, grid current will
flow because the grid emits elec-
trons. This can affect voltages
in other stages as well as its
own. So back to our old stand-by,
if you're not sure, substitute.

FROM
IF
OR
UMITER

eimmoomill
AF

OUTPUT

Fig. 5 --Gated beam FM discriminator/limiter is adjusted by tuning coil (L) for maximum
audio while receiving a signal.

DISCRIMINATORS AND
ALIGNMENT

Essentially all early FM mobile
receivers employed the familiar
Foster -Seeley discriminator which
every technician should know how
to adjust. Then came the Bradley
detector which worked well, but
to adjust it an FM signal gener-
ator and scope were required.
Much later, the gated beam detec-
tor (6BN6, etc.) was introduced
and many technicians condemned
it not knowing that it is easy to
adjust and probably one of the
best FM detectors (Fig. 5). No in-
struments are required. Just tune
the quadrature coil (L) for maxi-
mum audio recovery when receiv-
ing a signal.

Another tip on tube circuits --
don't replace a tube unless it is
necessary. If a receiver still has

or better sensitivity, don't
replace used tubes with unknown
new tubes. Chances are that
the used tubes will last longer
than an unaged new one. It has
been reported that new tube
failures occur during the first
200 hours of operation. If they
last 200 hours, they are apt to
last much longer.

Surprisingly, many technicians,
particularly those new to the
game, think an expensive VHF/
FM signal generator is required
for aligning FM receivers, It's
not necessarily so. A low cost
AM signal generator can be used
even if it doesn't tune into the

VHF band. It does put out har-
monics which you can use.

To align the front end, you
don't even have to connect the
signal generator output to the
receiver input. Plug a dummy
load into the antenna connec-
tor (a #47 pilot lamp soldered
to a PL -259 plug will do). Then
bring the signal generator out-
put cable near the dummy load.
With the squelch open so you
can hear background noise, and
with the signal generator modu-
lation turned off, slowly tune
the signal generator until a har-
monic quiets receiver noise.

Now, set the receiver test
meter to indicate limiter volt-
age or connect a DC VTVM to
the limiter test point. Retune
the signal generator for maxi-
mum limiter voltage. Then re-
duce the coupling to the signal
generator or turn down its output
level, or both, until you still get
a useful meter reading and hear
some background noise. Now,
align the front end for maximum
limiter voltage.

If you have any doubt about
the harmonic being at the channel
frequency, compare it with a
signal from a transmitter opera-
ting on the same channel.

You can also use an AM sig-
nal generator for second mixer
and IF alignment. Still moni-
toring the limiter voltage, align
the IF stages by loosely coup-
ling the signal generator output

continued on page 86
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TEST LAB REPORT

Lectrotech Model TO -50 Triggered Sweep Oscilloscope

Many color circuit problems can be quickly
diagnosed with one easily read waveform using the

vectorscope technique

 The oscilloscope/vectorscope
combination has become a popu-
lar instrument in color TV ser-
vice shops and with the bandwidth
offered in this instrument it can
be used in various applications
in industrial electronics.

The vectorscope technique
is not new. An article by Robert
Middeton describing its use ap-
peared in ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN in August 1957. The
article explained how the oscil-
loscope can be set up to produce
vectorscope patterns.

A tremendous amount of color
circuit information can be obtained
in a vectorscope waveform for
professional repair of color TV
sets.

Most of the controls and input
connectors on the front panel
of the oscilloscope are similar
to those found on other triggered
sweep scopes to simplify setup
operations.

Input jacks and switches for
vectorscope operation and the
vertical and horizontal vector -
scope display positioning con-
trols are placed on the back panel.
The red jack is marked R -Y and
is connected to the red grid of the
color CRT. The blue jack marked
B -Y is connected to the blue grid
of the CRT and a third jack con-
nects the TV receiver chassis to
ground.

A book by Wayne Lemons is
supplied with the instrument
explaining applications, methods
of use and detailed alignment
instructions.

for more details circle 900 on Reader Service Card

The oscilloscope chassis em-
ploys three circuit boards, the
vertical amplifier, horizontal
amplifier and the high voltage
stages.

The vertical amplifier system
is all solid-state in design with
the exception of the input stage,
which is a vacuum tube (12AT7).
A tube is used to provide protec-
tion against damage to the os-
cilloscope when subjected to large
overvoltage.

Input signals to the vertical
amplifier may be either ac or de
coupled, depending upon the set-
ting of the AC-DC-GND switch.
In the ground position the input
to the vertical amplifier is dis-
connected from the input eon-
Lectrotech's Model TO -50 triggered sweep
oscilloscope/vectorscope.

nector and connected to chas-
sis ground.

The vertical amplifier has a
basic sensitivity of .02v per divi-
sion. To display longer input sig-
nals, they must be attenuated
to provide a display within the
limits of the calibrated graticule
and this is the function of the in-
put attenuator.

The Schmitt trigger circuit
provides a constant amplitude
output square wave which is used
to drive the following stage. This
output signal is always a square
wave and of constant amplitude
regardless of the amplitude or
shape of the input signal. This
enables the trigger circuit to work
with a uniform signal regardless
of the nature of the triggering
signal fed to the input of the trig-
gering circuits.

One of the most useful features
of this scope is the automatic sync
function. To place the instrument
into the AUTO SYNC mode pull
the TRIGGER LEVEL knob out
from the panel. This mode per-
mits triggering automatically
at the average of the input sig-
nal. In the automatic mode the
TRIGGER LEVEL control is
inoperative.

When the oscilloscope is placed
the auto mode of sync, the time
base circuit is triggered at a 45Hz
note. Since the sweep circuits
are operating under this condi-
tion, a trace will appear and over-
ride the dc unblanking. This is
convenient when positioning of
the trace is desirable to estab-
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lish a de reference level. The au-
tomatic mode will provide a hori-
zontal sweep for this purpose.

The most difficult signal for
an oscilloscope to trigger on is
a composite video signal consist-
ing of vertical and horizontal sync
pulses plus video information.
To provide positive triggering
on this type of signal, an additional
switch is employed in the trig-
gered circuits of this scope. This
is the TV sync switch which has
three positions. In the normal
position, this switch and its asso-
ciated circuitry is inactive and
the trigger circuits work in their
normal manner. When the switch
is in the H or horizontal position,
the signal is sharply differentiated
and the trigger amplifier acts
as a sync separator. Under these
conditions positive synchroniz-
ing is achieved for viewing of
signals at the TV horizontal scan-
ning rate.

When the switch is in the V
or vertical position, the sync sig-
nal is integrated and again the
trigger amplifier acts as a sync
separator. Under these conditions
positive triggering is achieved
for viewing signals at a vertical
sync rate.

As a convenience in using this

oscilloscope for television wave-
forms, three points on the TIME/
DIV. switch are not only marked
in time, but are also identified as
to the switch position which would
be used to view signals at the ver-
tical rate, the horizontal rate and
the color rate.

Vertical information would
normally be viewed at the 2ms
position. Next to this marking
you will find a red V meaning ver-
tical.

At the 1011s position where
horizontal information would
be viewed is a red H for horizon-
tal TV rate. Color information
would be viewed in the last TIME/
DIV. switch position, 1µs/DIV.
This has a red C for color.

External horizontal amplifier
operation is also offered on this
scope. This function is used when
it is desirable to plot one func-
tion against another as in an X -
Y display. It is also used in sweep
generator alignment setups where
an external sweep must be ap-
plied to the horizontal deflection
plates of the CRT. The external
horizontal amplifier comes into
operation when the TIME/DIV.
switch is rotated fully clockwise
to the EXT position.

The increased use of transis-

Interior view showing the vertical amplifier, horizontal amplifier and
the high voltage boards.

tors will make it mandatory that
the technician be able to use the
oscilloscope. The oscilloscope
allows the technician to view
the electronic circuits at work.

Guesswork and the swapping
of parts can prove to be rather
unsuccessful and slow, so get in the
habit of using an oscilloscope and
other service aids to make servic-
ing more profitable. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 1. Vertical
Amplifier. (a) 3db bandwidth. dc
to 1 OM Hz. (b) Risetime: 35ns. (c)
Sensitivity: 0.02v/div to 50v/div
in 2-5 sequence with continuous-
ly variable gain control. (d) Input
impedance: 1M, in parallel with
30pf. (e) Maximum input: 600v,
dc and P -P. 2. Horizontal Sweep
Generator. (a) Type: Miller inte-
grator. (b) Sweep Speeds: 0.02
sec/div to 1p. s/div in 1-2 steps
sequence. Continuously variable
control between ranges. With 5X
magnifiersweep speed increases
to 0.2µs/div. 3. Triggering. (a)
Source: Internal, External and
Power Line. (b) Type: Automat-
ic or amplitude selection (with
Trigger Level control) with pre-
set Stability. (c) Slope ..+ or -,
switch selected. (d) TV Sync Ver-
tical, Horizontal and Normal posi-
tions. Sync separation plus verti-
cal integrator provide positive
sync of composite video signals.
4. External Horizontal Amplifier.
(a) Bandwidth: dc to 0.5MHz.
(b) Sensitivity: 0.5v/div. (c) In-
put impedance: 100K in paral-
lel with 30pf. (d) Internal Line
Sweep: variable in phase over
150deg. Compatible with all
sweep generators. 5. Test Sig-
nals. (a) Calibrate Gain: 1v P -P
square wave at line frequency. (b)
Probe Test: Fast rise 20v square
wave at time base frequency
for probe adjustment. 6. Cath-
ode Ray Tube: (a) Display Area:
8 x 10cm. (b) Blanking: dc un-
blanking.(c)Tube Size:5in. round.
7. Power Requirements: (a) Volt-
age: 105-125v. (b) Frequency:
50-60Hz. (c) Power: 65w. 8. Me-
chanical: (a) Size: 14 1/8 x 10
1/4 x 16 1/2in. (b) Weight: 23
lb. (c) Cooling: Convection, no
fan required.
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Weston Model 166 Instrument Calibrator

 The Weston Model 166 Instru-
ment Calibrator provides cur-
rent and voltage functions for
both ac and dc. It also has calibrat-
ed resistance decade facilities for
calibrating ohmmeters and mul-
timeters.

However, before we get into
explaining the whys and where-
fores of this instrument, you
might be interested in know-
ing that this particular model
sells for $4195. Obviously, not
every shop can justify the cost
of such an instrument. But we feel
our Testlab readers should know
about these test instruments
since units of this type are needed
and used by many technicians
in our industry.

Actually, test instruments are
becoming more complex because
their functions demand it. And
in many cases calibration and
maintenance are also more crit-
ical. So more shops are pro-
viding instrument calibrating
services. There are also many
shops involved in two-way radio
service which are required to
have periodic calibration checks
made on their test instruments.
Whatever your service busi-
ness, you do use and need cali-
brated test instruments.

Multimeters such as VOM's
are gaining in popularity. They
are used in production, engi-
neering and by service technicians
with all degrees of skill. Multi -

meters are also exposed to a wide

Not every shop can justify the cost of a test instru-
ment's test instrument. But in case you are 'just

looking,' here's a unit that will calibrate a wide
range of moving -coil and electronic instruments

. tot more details circle 901 on Reader Service Card

and uncontrolled range of cur-
rent, voltage, shock and vibra-
tion such as it would get in the
back of the technician's service
truck. The result is that because
a VOM is more exposed to abuse,
it requires more frequent cali-
bration checks.

A typical VOM has approxi-
mately 6ac and 8dc voltage ranges,
5dc current ranges and at least
5 resistance ranges for a total
of 24 ranges. The recommended
VOM calibration procedure calls
for checking at least two of the
ac scales at least five points on
each to be certain that rectifier
aging has not damaged the ac
accuracy. Actually, the total num-
ber of tests for a single VOM is
about 40. Going through a large
number of accurate tests on
a VOM can be time consuming
and expensive, thus the reason
for units like the Weston Model
166. Here's what the 166 will do.

It has several features designed
to reduce the number of steps
required for calibration, reduce
operator calculation, reduce dan-
ger from high voltage and to re-
duce operator error. The 166 fea-
tures that make this possible are
as follows:

1. It provides a complete range
of voltage, current and resistance
parameters. This includes volt-
ages up to 1100v and currents
to 1 la. DC can be either ( +1 or
( - ) ground. AC frequencies of 50,
60, 400 and 1000Hz and resis-

Weston Model 166 Instrument Calibrator.

tance values up to 11M are also
available.

2. All outputs of the 166 used
for multimeter calibration are
brought out to a single set of bind-
ing posts. Thus, connecting chang-
es are not necessary during cali-
bration.

3. Operation is provided by
one switch for selecting volts,
milliamperes, etc., and a second
switch to select ac, + de or -dc.

4. Seven decade dials allow
the operator to simply set up the
value to correspond with the field
scale value of the meter being
tested. Fixed decimal points are
located between the 4th and 5th
dials. One of the advantages of
this digital scheme is that full
accuracy is obtained in any de-
cade setting. Earlier calibrators
used precision meters as stan-
dards and the highest accuracy
could only be obtained when the
full-scale value of the calibrat-
ing instrument was the same
as the meter being tested. An-

continued on page 86
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LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER

The staff of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER wishes to thank its readers and
manufacturers for their excellent support
during 1969. It was an exciting year for
all of us in electronics, a year marked with
many new features and theories, and we
are happy to have been of service by bring-
ing the reports of these happenings to you.

To the many manufacturers, who for
years have backed our efforts by their con-
tinued vote of confidence and advertising
programs, our sincere thanks. Their ef-
forts have helped us achieve our goal of
being the number one publication in the
servicing market. Without their support
and assistance, our task would have been
difficult.

To our thousands of readers through-
out the U.S., Canada and overseas, we
express our deep appreciation for your
continued support. And to make 1970 an

Western Marketing Manager even better year, we pledge our unend-
ing efforts to provide up-to-date, timely
servicing information to help you become
the most efficient and well-advised read-
ers in the industry. Along with our con-
tinuous coverage of radio, TV and audio
equipments, we will expand our exposure
in areas of CCTV, two-way radio, anten-
nas and test instruments. To meet the needs
of our readers and fulfill the additional
requirements we have set for ourselves,
we continue to add knowledgeable and cap-
able personnel to our staff.

As a publication dedicated to provid-
ing a service, the editorial staff and mar-
keting managers welcome the opportun-
ity to be of assistance. If there is anything
we can do to help you or if you have any
suggestions which may help us to do a bet-
ter job, please let us know.

Bob Andresen
Graphic Design

HUGH "SCOTTY" WALLACE

Joseph Zauhar
Technical Editor

Donald W. Mason
Associate Editor

Bernice Geisert
Advertising Production
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COLORFAX

continued from page 4.4

MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis T924/T939 - No HV In Chassis Used With
22in. or Larger CRT

A "No High Voltage Condition," in a chassis using a pin-
cushion correction circuit, could possibly be caused by a
faulty pincushion transformer, T106. To check this, unplug
the deflection yoke and check for partial restoration of high
voltage, approximately 12kv. If high voltage is partially
restored with the yoke unplugged, transformer T106 is
one possible cause of the problem.

Color TV Chassis T936 -3rd IF Transformer L8

Reports from the field indicate some confusion regard-
ing proper adjustment of the 3rd IF transformer L8. L8
differs from past IF transformer design to the extent that
provision is made for adjusting both the inductance of the
coils and the coupling between the coils. The inductance
is adjusted in the conventional manner by positioning slugs
within the coil form. The top of the L8 coil form consists
of a plastic cap with a hex adjustment opening in the cen-
ter. The plastic cap can be rotated to vary the coupling
between the primary and secondary windings by physical-
ly varying the distance between them. Varying the cou-
pling between the primary and secondary windings varies
the bandwidth of the circuit. Adjustment instructions for
this transformer are given in the Service Manual 7314.

- FREE CATALOG -

ACTLAWAIIIPIDIf
TV PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT

C.R.T. Equipment Company, Inc.
2740 Old Lebanon Road
Nashville, Tennessee 37214

Telephone (615) 883-0215

Mail Coupon Today
(Please Print)

Name

Firm Name

Address

City State

Clip Me Out

Zip

. . for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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AT LAST.... solid state
triggered sweep, wide -band

at a price you can afford!
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5" oscilloscopeivectorscope
Triggered Sweep: Easy to use. Positive sync results in absolute
stability of patterns.

Solid State: For rel.ability and performance.
Wide Band: 10 MHz-for increased use in all servicing, industrial
and educational applications.

D.C. Amplifiers: Eliminates pattern bounce. Permits viewing A.C.
signals and D.C. evel simultaneously. Use as a sensitive D.C.
voltmeter.
plus . . . Calibrated vertical attenuator.  Calibrated horizontal
time base.  Automatic sync mode.  TV sync selector.  Vector -
scope input for color TV servicing.  External horizontal amplifier.
 60 cycle horizontal sweep (sine wave) with phasing control.
Compatible with all sweep generators.  Edge lit calibrated scale.
 All solid state (tube protected input).

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

T0-50-oscilloscope / vectorscope Net 3295°
See your distributor or write Dept. ET -1

LECTROTECH, INC.
4529 North Kedzie Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60625

. for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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RCA Color TV Service Manual TV Servicing Guidebook:
Problems & Solutions

TV Troubleshooter's Handbook
-New 2nd Edition

A brand-new full size
manual, covering 23
RCA Color chassis. In-
cludes complete sche-
matic diagrams for 12
chassis, from the CTC-
12 to the CTC40 all -
transistor model. Here
in one compact, handy
manual is everything
you need to quickly and
competently repair any
RCA color set-from
the CTC12 to the 1969
all -transistor CTC40.

Encompasses both general and specific trouble-
shooting data applicable to all RCA chassis.
The text delves into each section (Video, chro-
me, vertical, horizontal. etc.), and points out
specific problems as well as general servicing
procedures. Troubleshooting tips on each chas-
sis, including circuit changes and factory mod-
ifications, are covered. While this material is
related directly to RCA sets, much of it is ap-
plicable to other sets patterned after RCA de-
signs. 176 pps., x 11, plus 36 -page sche-
matic foldout section. Over 175 illus.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 496

How to Use Signal Generators ...
in Radio, Color TV, Hi-Fi Servicing

How to use

Signal Generators
Inserming

Radio
Television
Ni Fi

Color TV

hi/s1110

GIANT "2 -Volumes -in -
One" coverage - ALL
the know-how required
to use any type of sig-
nal generator in your
troubleshooting work.
Covers the use of RF,
audio, sweep, marker,
stereo FM, keyed rain-
bow, NTSC, and video
generators of all types,
and is devoted strictly
to signal generators
used in service shops ;
written specifically to

provide guidance in the use of such equipment
for troubleshooting and aligning all types of
home -entertainment receivers. A variety of
test procedures, using specified generators as
the basic tool, are clearly detailed in step-by-
step form. Shows how the various instruments
work, and how to test and calibrate your own
instruments. 240 pps., 182 illus., 16 chapters.
List Price $8.95 Order No. 274

TV SERVICIN
GUIDEBOOK

A henchman's handbook
detailing shop -proven
service procedures
which will pinpoint
ALL TV circuit trou-
bles-monochrome and
color! Calling upon his
many years of on-the-
job experience, the au-
thor describes 30 sepa-
rate troubleshooting ap-
proaches, each predi-
cated on specific symp-
toms, to help you nail
down any TV problem

quickly . . . eliminate waste motion-cut trou-
bleshooting time to the bone. The author has
categorized all TV troubles-both color and
B & W-into 62 classic symptoms. He then
describes the servicing procedures proved most
successful in his shops. The text gets to the
point quickly, excluding extraneous theory and
unrelated facts and figures. In all, there isn't
a TV trouble you won't be able to cure with
the information presented in this book. 176

pps., over 100 illustrations, including numer-
ous waveform photos, 9 chapters.
List Price $6.95 Order No. 484

Modern Electronic
Troubleshooting

A down-to-earth hand-
book that deals with
today's electronic ser-
vicing problems on a
practical level, using
modern test instruments
and advanced trouble-
shooting procedures to
cope with the special
problems created by
printed boards and sol-
id-state circuitry. It is
hard to conceive of a
book that encompasses
monochrome and color

TV, multiband radio receivers, hi-fi equipment,
tape recorders, two-way communications
equipment, and test instruments for servicing
all this equipment. Yet this book does! By get-
ting right to the subject of how to service the
equipment without the usual wordy theoretical
discussions of how the circuits work. An all-
inclusive servicing guidebook service techni-
cians have been asking for. 256 pps., over 100
illus., 5 big sections, 24 chapters.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 474

A completely updated,
quick -reference source
for scores of tried -and -
tested solutions to
"tough -dog" TV trou-
bles. This detailed com-
pilation of practical
help is the answer to
the need for a well -or-
ganized file of proven
troubles and cures, field
factory changes, new
and unusual circuits
and descriptions of how
they work, etc. This

brand-new edition represents the only known
up-to-date digest of specific TV troubles and
cures, for both color and monochrome sets, up
to and including 1969 models. Every major
brand is included, from Admiral to Zenith, as
are such "off" brands as Gamble Skogmo,
Packard Bell, and Montgomery Ward. All
troubles are categorized by make and model.
Included in the color TV section are hints for
troubleshooting chroma circuits, making ad-
justments. etc. 288 pps., over 150 illus.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 521

Popular Tube & Transistor
Substitution Guide

NOW-the most -needed
substitution data for
both tubes and tran-
sistors all in one han-
dy volume! No longer
do you have to refer to
one substitution manual
for tubes and another
for transistors - every-
thing is here in one
quick -reference guide.
Lists 99% of the tubes
and transistors you'll
ever need to replace.
Moreover, only readily -

available and comparably -priced substitutes
are listed. Contains 8 sections-four devoted to
tubes and four to transistors: Popular Receiv-
ing Tubes. Industrial and Commercial Tubes,
American Substitutes for Foreign Tubes, Tube
Circuit and Base Diagrams, Popular Transis-
tors, American Substitutes for Foreign Tran-
sistors, General Purpose Transistor Substitutes,
Transistor Base Diagrams and Manufacturer
Abbreviations. 160 pps.
List Price $4.95 Order No. 491

FET Applications Handbook
Contains current prac-
tical material prepared
by some of the most
capable engineers in
the field. comprising a
wealth of data on the
FET and its various
applications in practi-
cal circuit designs.
Early chapters delve
into current -voltage re-
lationships, application
areas, DC and AC am-
plifiers voltage con-
trolled attenuators, and

limiter and chopper circuits. Additional chap-
ters deal with linear applications, chopper and
switching circuits, integrated circuits, and
photo-FETS. Considerable attention is also
given to FET oscillators, describing various
types and the necessary biasing arrangements.
Entire Sections of the book, rounding out es-
sential design data, include starting conditions.
power output, frequency stability, and efficien-
cy. Valuable for new ideas and unique circuit
applications, including many basic circuit de-
scriptions. 288 pps., 225 illus. 22 Chapters.
List Price $12.95 Order No. 240

The Oscilloscope

ILLOSQPE

An all -new revised third
edition of the classic
work on understanding
:end using oscilloscopes.
Completely expanded
and updated to include
triggered sweeps, dual -
trace scopes, electronic
switches for multi -
waveform displays. DC -
to -DC supplies, DC -to -
AC inverters, and DC -
to -DC converters, this
brand-new book is right
up-to-date on the cur-

rent state of oscillography. All the useful data
of the previous edition has been revised to
include the latest information in keeping with
technology. It is a virtual handbook on the
subject, explaining scope operation from the
simplest to the most intricate uses. Beginning
where the scope manual stops, the author cov-
ers basic waveforms (DC, sine, sawtooth,
trapezoid, and pulse) clearly detailing their
generic characteristics and how they are in-
terpreted in oscillography. 256 pps., over 179
illus., 8 chapters.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 498

Logical Electronic Troubleshooting
Droigned to provide the
electronic technician
with the knowledge
necessary to deal with
almost any trouble-
shooting situation. Dif-
ferent from the ordi-
nary text in that the
pages are "scrambled";
a unit of information
is given, followed by a
question and three al-
ternative answers. The
reader chooses what he
believes is the correct

answer. When the right answer is chosen, the
page selected presents a new unit of informa-
tion and a new question. If the reader chooses
an incorrect answer, the page he is referred
to explains why it is incorrect and directs him
to return to the original unit for another an-
swer. Numerous example problems are ana-
lyzed and followed through to conclusive solu-
tions, emphasizing logical procedures which
can be applied to any system. 320 pos., 72 illus.
5 Chapters. 7V," x Comb -bound.

List Price $5.95 Order No. 426

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER..
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB

ANY
for a limited time only you can obtain

yours for only 99 COF
THESE
UNIQUE
BOOKS

(Combined List P
...with Trial

rice $29.85) Club Membershi) each

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members . . . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering -you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
I. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $29.85) for only 990 each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.

4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.

5. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act
promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days

and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Sayings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Zenith Color TY Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Servicing Electronic Organs
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Electronics Reference Data Book
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Digital Computer Analysis
List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95

How To Test Almost Everything Electronic
List Price $5.65; Club Price $3.95

How to Use Your YOM, YTYM & Scope
List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95

Radio Operator's Q & A Manual
List Price $8.95; Club Price $7.50

Motorola Color TV Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Installing & Servicing Home Audio
Systems

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Tape Recording For Fun & Profit

List Price $7.95, Club Price $4.95
Electric Motor Test & Repair

List Price $6.95; Club Price $2.95
E lements of Tape Recorder Circuits

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Industrial Electronics Made Easy

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Audio Systems Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Electronic Test & Measurement Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Digital Computer Theory

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Installing Hi-Fi Systems

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Handbook of Semiconductor Circuits

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pinpoint TY Troubles in 10 Minutes

List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95
E asy Way To Service Radios

List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
Practical Color TV Servicing Techniques

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
On the Color TT Service Bench

List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95
Transistor Circuit Guidebook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Mathematics for Electronics

List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95
Transistor Prefects

List Price $5.95; Club Price $2.95
E lectronic Musical Instruments

List Price $10.00; Club Price $7.95

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

... for owe details tide 106 on Reader Service Card
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RCA CALLS IT ICTJ.
YOU'LL CALL IT THE GREATEST SERVICE
AID EVER TO COME ALONG.

ICTJ* is more than a test jig. It's a complete system
designed by RCA to help you service Color Television
faster and more precisely.

With the updated ICTJ system you'll be able to
service more than 90% of all Color TV consoles on the
market-that's over 1,500 different models from
more than 17 different manufacturers.

Here's what it includes: First, the test jig itself, in bench
or portable models.

Second, an assortment of adapters engineered to
match almost any Color console chassis to the test jig.

'Industry Compatible Test Jig

Deptford, New Jersey

Third, a complete reference book to take the
guesswork out of which adapter to use with each
chassis-and RCA keeps it up to date through a
subscription service.

And there's also a new optional high voltage meter
kit to give you safe, accurate and continuous monitoring.

ICTJ lets you pull a chassis with the complete
assurance that the picture in your shop will be the same
as the customer sees in his home.

See your RCA Parts and Accessories Distributor today;
chances are you'll find a less important use for that
old jury rig.

AParts and
Accessories

82
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DEALER SHOWCASE

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the num-
bers on Reader Service Card. Requests
will be handled promptly.

BATTERY DISPLAY 702
Product visible
from all directions

A general purpose counter mer-

chandiser containing a product as-
sortment of batteries for radio, photo,
and lighting is introduced. Designed

to meet the needs of mass merchan-
dising at counter level, the display
is an impulse purchase stimulator
that provides a full view of the prod-
uct assortment from all directions.
Pilfer -proof, it is bright red with
a Plexiglass front and 3/4 sides.
Dimensions: 19in. wide, 14 1/4in.
deep, 26 3/4in. high, wt. 25 lb. Mal-
lory.

TAPE DECK 703
Winding speed of 110sec
fora 1100ft tape

Introduced is the Model T-600
solid-state tape deck. The tape deck
records and plays back four -track
two -channel stereo or four -track
one -channel mono in either direc-
tion, automatically or by touchbut-
ton control. A center capstan is used
for automatic reverse or automat-
ic repetition playbacks in conjunc-
tion with a sensing tape. Any tape
can be played repeatedly between
any two positions by attaching a
sensing tape. The unit has two 4 -
track 2 -channel heads for record-
ing and playback and two 4 -track
2 -channel heads for erasing. It is
equipped with a built-in, solid-state
pre -amp employing 18 transistors
and 8 diodes with a reported fre-

Introducing
the world's only $339

triggered scope.

Before you say you don't
need a triggered scope,
look what's happening to
TV servicing: tubes are
out, transistors and IC's
are in.

With tubes you could
play hit-or-miss, knowing
the tube would take the
overload. Try the same
thing now, and good-bye
transistors.

For new -era circuitry,
Leader introduces a new -
era troubleshooter. A
triggered scope, just like
the ones the TV designers
use.

8 g,  11

Now the wave shape is
locked in and continuously
displayed. Now you can
look at a waveform con-
taining high and low
frequency components.
Now you can determine
voltage directly and
instantly.

Before you say $339 is a
lot of bread, look what it
buys Leader's LBO -501
5 -inch triggered scope,
with a bandwidth of DC to
10MHz and a solid state
package.

Going like hotcakes at
your Leader distributor.

Seeing is believing.
LEADER INSTRUMENTS

37 27 27t}- Long Island N.Y. 11! 729-7411

for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card

quency response of 30-13,000Hz at
3 3/4ips or 30-20,000Hz at 7 1/2ips
and a signal-to-noise ratio of 50db.
Wow and flutter are reportedly less
than 0.12 percent at 7 1/2ips and
less than 0.20 percent at 3 3/4ips.
There are two easy -to -read volume-

unit operating indicators (VU me-
ters) which operate in both record
and playback modes. Other features
include mike and line inputs for re-
cording purposes and two outputs
for playback; one has a fixed lev-
el while the other is variable to make
it compatible with any other sys-
tem for recording purposes. It also
has a headphone jack with adjust-
able output level. Price $299.95.
Pioneer.

TRY THEi
ONE-TWO PUNCH

FOR TUNERS!

MAKES OLD TUNERS

PLAY LIKE NEW!
CHEMTRONICS 1260 RALPH AVE.

BROOKLYN,N.Y.11236
FOR EXPORT ROOM AGENCIES INC.. NEW SOU, NEW TORII

IN CANADA PERFECT MANUFACTURING LTC . MONTREAL 9. CANTO!

. .. for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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Mitzeo
06-Vaideo/

A Complete line of
Phono Drives, Belts
& Accessories
New - Expanded Listing includes replacement parts for
Cassettes, foreign models, and many new domestic recorders
and changers.

All Walsco numbers cross referenced in new,
helpful 24 -page cross-reference guide.
See your distributor today.

GC
rIF&TMONICS1444..._

GC ELECTRONICS
Division of Hvdrornetals, Inc.

Los Angeles, Calif. Hicksville, L.I , N.Y.
Main Plant: Rockford, Illinois

NEW PRODUCTS

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the num-
bers on Reader Service Card. Requests
will be handled promptly.

Color Generator 704
Fits into a
tube caddy

Announced is a miniature color gen-
erator small enough to fit into a tube
caddy. The model CG19 generator,

appropriately named the Caddy Bar,
is smaller than a box of panatella ci-
gars and weighs two pounds. Standard
RCA licensed color bars, crosshatch,
white dots, vertical lines and horizon-
tal lines are generated. The circuit-
ry is designed for low current drain,
allowing full voltage regulation on
all circuits rather than just the tim-
er circuits. Timer range on the gen-
erator has been doubled over the com-
pany's earlier models and the timer
controls have been made into screw-
driver adjustments rather than op-
erator controls as were present on
earlier models. The generator sells
for $84.50. Sencore.

Tube Tester Kit 705
Fits tube caddy
and weighs 41/2 lb

A miniature -sized Tube Tester Kit
is announced which provides a full
cathode conductance test on all tubes

r 147

 .*
and comes complete complement of
latest sockets. An open -circuit me-
ter switch selector makes this unit
obsolescence -proof. Tube set-up data
is abreast of latest tube releases and
is permanently kept up-to-date. The
unit is compact enough to fit into a
tube caddy. It is American made,
comes with a full one year warran-
ty and is packaged in a high impact
molded instrument case. The unit
measures 6 1/2 x 3 1/2in. and weighs
4 1/2 lb. Wiring instructions are in-

. for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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cluded and the meter can be assem-
bled in a matter of hours. The test-
er is sold factory wired for $34.95,
and in kit form for $21.95. Mercury.

CB Antenna 706
Switches from vertical
to horizontal polarity

Introduced is the Model PDL-27A
with signal directivity combined with
the ability to transmit or receive on
either horizontal or vertical polari-
ty. Mobile contacts can be made on
the vertical mode or switched instant-
ly to horizontal polarity for commu-

THE BEST PERFORM-

ING UHF/VHF 2 -WAY
AND 4 -WAY HYBRID

SPLITTERS

#HS -20U 2 -Way #HS -40U 4 -Way

RMS engineered for Master Antenna Systems and
Multiple Set Home Installations. Impedance all
terminals: 75 ohms unbalanced. Fittings: F type
with Ferrule for RG59/U cable. Capacitive AC/DC
isolation. Each unit includes F type RG59/U cable
connectors and two wood screws for indoor surface

PERFORMING

UHF/VHF TAP -OFFS
Single 300 ohm output
from 75 ohm feed-thru
line. Push -on fittings for
RG59/U cables. Wood
screws for indoor sur-
face mount provided.

For Unbelievable-yet true ratings and Profit details
Write

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462

 Tel. (212) 892-6700

nications with other bases. The unit
has a reported power gain of 11db.
A stacking kit is also available for
coupling two units together for ap-
proximately 150w of "talk power."
The patent provides that the anten-
na operates as a five element beam
with the increased aperature of the
quad type design and the stacked an-
tennas operate as stacked five ele-
ment beams. A vanti.

TOOL SET 707
Miniature tools for
subassembly work

For the hobbyist, sportsman, and
do-it-yourself radio, TV, or Hi Fi en-
thusiast, the new Master Kit is offered.

The kit (MMK-6) features six preci-
sion tool sets-screw driverawl set,
tap set, tap drill set, phillips driver
and alien type wrench set, non-mag-
netic pocket wrench set, offset open
end wrench set. Each set contains five
interchangeable precision tools housed
in a domed dust -free package, and
comes in a leatherette carrying case,
measuring 8 1/8 x 31/2 x 1 1/2in. Moody.

CATALOGS Et

BULLETINS

Antennas 400
A 20 -page CB catalog is available.

Printed in three colors, it includes
more than 80 models with details for
complete coverage of every anten-
na requirement ranging from 25in.
center loaded short antennas to power
gain base station arrays, monitor an-
tennas, and accessories. New-Tronics.

Data Set 401
A brochure describing the "100 Series

Data Set" is available. Data sets with
either of two methods of receiver coup-
ling, magnetic (for 500 type telephone
sets), and acoustic (for AE type 80
telephone sets), are available. Each
type is available configured for orig-
inate only, and originate or answer.
Electronic Voice.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT
DEVELOPMENT FOR

TV SERVICING
12 MODELS

SANS -A -FUSE
I SOCKET AS CHE1'.-Ai

CP AY,

FITS IN SANE

SAFNA 20n
S -A "0.1

vooc4k Lisps,

L

COLOR CODED CIRCUIT
BREAKER REPLACEMENT

FOR CHEMICAL OR
AMP FUSE

SAVES TIME AND FUSES
WHEN LOCATING SHORTS
IN TELEVISION CIRCUITS

DEVELOPED AND
MANUFACTURED BY

WORKMAN
BOO MIS SARASOTA, 3357$ PRODUCTS INC
TELEPHONE Ced $13 155 424?

. . . for more details circle 138 on Reader Service Card

TUN -O -WASH
S LIKE AN ULTRA-

SONIC BATH FOR TUNERS

MELTS AWAY

DUST, DIRT,

GREASE & CORROSION-

!

1260 RALPH AVE.
BROOKLYN, N.Y.11236

roe EXPORT ROVAN icENCIFS INC NEW TOM NEW EDNA
IN CANADA 'INFECT MANUFACTURING 00 MONTREAL 9, CANADA

- . . for more details circle 132 on Reeder Service Card
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FM-2400CH (New)
 Tests Predetermined Fre-

quencies 25 to 1000 MHz
 New Extended Range

Covers 950 MHz Band
 Pin Diode Attenuator
FM -2400C
 Tests Predetermined Fre-

quencies 25 to 500 MHz
The new FM-2400CH and the
FM -2400C provide an accurate
frequency standard for testing
and adjustment of mobile
transmitters and receivers at
predetermined frequencies.
The FM-2400CH with its ex-
tended range covers 25 to 1000
MHz. The Model FM -2400C
covers 25 to 500 MHz. The fre-
quencies can be those of the
radio frequency channels of
operation and/or of the inter-
mediate frequencies of the
receiver between 5 MHz and
40 MHz.
Frequency Stability: .0005%

from 50 to +104 F

Write for catalog

FM -2400

FREQUENCY

METERS

Frequency Stability: with built-
in thermometer and temper-
ature corrected charts.
±.00025% from +25° to
+125°
(.000125% special 450 MHz
crystals available)

Both the FM-2400CH and the
FM -2400C are self contained in
small portable cases. Com-
plete solid state circuitry. Re-
chargeable batteries.

FM-2400CH (meter only).3595.00
RF crystals (with temperature

correction) 24.00 ea.
RF crystals (less temperature

correction) . 18.00 ea.
IF crystals catalog price

FM -2400C (meter only) _ $445.00
RF crystals (with temperature

correction) 24.00 ea.
RF crystals (less temperature

correction) 18.00 ea.
IF crystals catalog price

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL MFO. CO., INC.
10 NO LEE  OKLA CITY. OKLA 73102

Two -Way Radio . . .

continued from page 72

lead to the second mixer. Tune
the signal generator to the inter-
mediate frequency (IF) and ad-
just all IF stages for maximum
limiter voltage. Always work with
the weakest possible input signal.

If in doubt about the frequen-
cy accuracy of the signal gener-
ator, connect an antenna to the
receiver and adjust the signal
generator for zero beat when
receiving an on -channel signal.

An FM signal generator is an
absolute necessity when mak-
ing "proof -of -performance" tests
which will be discussed in a later
feature of this series. 

Model 166 ...
continued from page 75

other obvious advantage of de-
cade dial presentation is the speed
at which it can accurately be read.

The 166 has two modes of op-
eration: manual and automatic.
The manual mode makes it pos-
sible to measure the percent er-
ror of the instrument being cal-
ibrated. Automatic operation
provides exact outputs elimi-
nating tedious nulling operations
for "go -no-go" meter tests. The
166 also provides for any of three
calibration methods. Method
# 1 consists of determining the
percent of error of the meter un-
der test at one or more points.
This method is used when an ac-
tual reading is required as op-
posed to simply determining
if a meter is within tolerance.
Method #2 involves determin-
ing if a meter is within tolerance
without recording the readings.
This is a "go -no-go" test which
is faster than Method #1. In Meth-
od #3, a calibration table is made
for the instrument under test
by applying nominal values and
taking readings or by determin-
ing the actual value required
to produce a nominal indication
on the test meter.

We tried out the 166 on a Trip-
lett Model 671 multimeter us-
ing Method #1 - the percent of
error method. We wanted to check
the de voltage scales and set the

for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Cad
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meter to the 12vdc scale first.
Then we connected the test leads
to the high -row sense output ter-
minals on the calibrator. Of course,
we had previously turned the
166 on to warmup and set the
course voltage output control
to zero as indicated in the instruc-
tions.

According to the instructions,
we then set the ERROR METER
SENSITIVITY switch to the
5% position (recommended set-
ting for multimeters). Then we
set the decade dials to read 0012.00

vdc the full value of the meter scale
we were testing. We set the OUT-
PUT SELECTOR switch to the
FULL DECADE SETTING,
and the MODE switches to +dc
and "V." We turned the course
voltage output control clockwise
to give us a full scale reading on the
641. We set the meter for exactly
full scale using the FINE output
adjustment. Now we simply read
the percent of error from the panel
meter. In our case it read +.75%
error. This means that the 641
reads .9vdc high on the 12vdc scale.

FIX IT FAST WITH

MICROFLAME
Perfect Gift. Ideal for
workshop or lab. Perfect for
electrical, electronic repair
and wiring.
The do-it-yourselfer's dream!

A must for every
home workshop.
Microflame is
designed to handle
most light -weight
welding jobs. It's a
proven, professional
miniature welding torch. Completely
self-contained, this patented torch produces
5000* F pin -point accurate flame. Operates
on miniature oxygen and LP Gas cylinders.
No wires or connections needed. Make your
workshop complete! Microflame is the ideal
gift for birthdays, Xmas, every special occa-
sion. Only $19.95 (with oxygen and
LP Gas) Deluxe Kit $29.95 (with oxy-
gen, LP Gas and accessories).

MICROFLAME, INC.

 FREE
BROCHURE

7800 Computer Avenue, Dept. ETD
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424

Area 612 927-5681

We also checked the unit on the
60vdc scale and it read +1.5%
high or 9v high. We wanted to
check individual points on the
scales as recommended, so we
moved the OUTPUT SELECTOR
to the FRACTION OF DECADE
SETTING position. Leave the
decade dials in the same position
as they were; in this case 60vdc.
The first position on the fractional
decade switch is .9 (full CW) and
at this position the percent of
error meter reading went up
to 2.46 percent. The multimeter
reading dropped to 54.8v. Us-
ing the COARSE and FINE out-
put voltage adjustments we set
the multimeter reading to exactly
54vdc (.9 of 60vdc). Now the per-
cent of error has dropped to 1.25%.
We continued checking the mul-
timeter at the various points.
At .5 or half of full scale the er-
ror had dropped to .6%.

The procedure for checking
the ohmmeter portion of the mul-
timeter varies slightly. In this
case, the MODE switch is moved
to K -ohms and all decade dials
are set to zero. The COARSE
control is also set to zero. 

TUN -O -FOAM
KEEPS CLEANING

& LUBRICATING CONTACTS EACH

TIME THE CHANNEL IS CHANGED

AMINO ACTION

UN.O.
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OAM
ALL TUNER
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044

IT REALLY

WORKS!
:Aqrdt'ilraclUWWVIVAW.?

6 MONTH NO CALLBACK

GUARANTEE! ..
#ammv.:Aspamw.vaoi,

1260 RALPH AVE.
BROOKLYN, N.Y.11236
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Q TUN -0-FOAM
IS SO GOOD-
IT'S GUARANTEED
AGAINST
CALLBACKS!
&113T:011kWitrOr-r_
Fr 1 rawit

TUN -O -FOAM
SIX MONTH

NO CALLBACK
GUARANTEE!

TUN -O -FOAM is unconditionally guaranteed
not to cause callbacks due to tuner trou-
bles. If any tuner you clean and lubricate
with TUN -O -FOAM causes a callback within
six months, you can return the empty TUN -
0 -FOAM can for a full refund.

CHEMTRONICS, INC.

FOAMING ACTI00

'EUN0
I', COAX

R ALL TUNE-

coNTINuouslY

ood
WILL

NOT p" °UT
-^ATES CALLBACKS

"4411._ WI AWAY 00
'WO COW novo
''''',,,,AMMA6LE
:23.1orts usotoNNW 

Some tuner sprays cause detuning. Some provide very little lubrication. The
"thick stuff" cakes up when it has been in the tuner a month or two. The result:
ordinary tuner sprays cause a fairly high percentage of callbacks.

TUN -0 -FOAM is different. It foams away dirt and corrosion. Since it can with-
stand intense heat, it never dries out. Its space age lubricant cleans and polishes
contacts each time the channel is changed. And TUN -0 -FOAM doesn't cause
detuning.

Hundreds of thousands of tuners have already been treated with TUN -O -FOAM.
To date we have not received a single report of a callback due to tuner troubles.
That's why we can afford to offer this unique six month no -callback guarantee.

Now, you can increase your revenue per service call by spraying the tuner
of every chassis you service with TUN -O -FOAM. Technicians across the country
report that they charge $2 to $4 extra for this service. Best of all, with TUN -0 -
FOAM, you can guarantee the tuner for 90 days. Try TUN -O -FOAM today. You'll
never settle for another tuner spray again.

FOP EXPORT:
ROBURN AGENCIES INC
NEW YORK. NEW YORK

* callbacks due to tuner troubles only

IN CANADA
PERFECT MANUFACTURING LTD..

MONTREAL 9. CANADA

1260 RALPH AVENUE  BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11236
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101 102 103 104

110 111 112 113

119 120 121 122
128 129 130 131

137 138 139 140
146 147 148 149

TEST INSTRUMENTS
900 901

TELL ME MORE
This page is provided for your con-
venience. To obtain acditional in-
formation on new products, trade
literature and advertised products
in this issue, simply circle the cor-
responding number on the perfo-
rated card below, fill in your name,
business address and mail the card.
No postage is required.

FOR MORE INFORMATION FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY!

ADVERTISED PRODUCTS
105

114
123
132

141

150

NEW PRODUCTS
700 701 702 703 704

CATALOGS & BULLETINS
400 401 402 403 404

Please send more information on items circled
106 107 108 109 (Please type or print)
115 116 117 118

124 125 126 127
133 134 135 136 Name
142 143 144 145
151 152 153 154 Position

Company

Street

City
705 706 707

State Zip Code

Please describe your type of business

405 406 407 408

1/70

Note: Inquiries serviced until March 25, 1970.



Use this convenient card if
you wish to receive further
information on products and
services advertised or de-
scribed in this issue.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

postage will be paid by

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER
HARBRACE BUILDING
DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55802

FIRST (LASS
Permit No. 665

DULUTH MINNESOTA
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"These capacitors practically sellthemselves,like in a supermarket!"
Says Alexander Wel ington,owner of Sylvan

-Wellington, Inc.,
New YDrk City, in speaking aboutThe Re -Place,

Cornell-Djbilier'snew capacitor replacement cen-ter. -I am amazed at the in-crease in turnover, and the easeof selling."
A p oneer in electronic servicing, Mr. Wellington

was also oneof the first cf those alert distributors who have installed -he Re-Place in their stores.The Re -Place is both a showcase and a self service

store within a store, all in a compact 5' x 2' area. Itorganizes capacitor inventory and maKes it easy forcustomers to select and to buy from a complete stockof twist -prong aluminum electrolytics tubular elec-tro ytics, miniature electrolylics, ceramic discs andmica capacitors.
You can provide instant service to y-ur customerswit -1 The Re-Place-and profitably increase your turn-over, too. Call your CDE Representative today. Orwri-e for full information about The RePRace.

CORNELL-
DUBILIER
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Why
do you protect
your service reputation
each time you install
an RCA
color picture tube?

Whether it's in the customer's
living room, or at the bench in the
shop, it helps to be able to replace
a color picture tube with
confidence.

If it's an RCA tube that's being
installed, the tube itself can con-
tribute to that confidence.

Here is a product made with know-how...from the most
experienced manufacturer in the business. A tube unstint-
ingly manufactured to the highest quality standards...
RCA standards. A color picture tube whose built-in tech-
nology helps protect your time and talent.

Why not specify RCA picture tubes for your requirements?
They'll help protect your service reputation. Just as they're
designed to protect the biggest reputation in the COLOR TV
industry.

RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N.J.

RC/1


